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Curriculum and Instruction 
Quality Criteria One 
The curriculum had been organized and sequenced around agricultural career paths with 
clear performance standards leading students to entry-level employment, job 
advancement, entrepreneurship, advanced education and training and personal use.  
Instruction is performance-based and integrates academic knowledge and skills which 
reflect current and emerging technologies and practices in business and industry. 
The King City High School Agriculture program consists of 4 FTE, offering course 
instruction in Ag Mechanics, Animal Science, Veterinary Science, Floriculture, 
Horticulture, Ag Sciences and Ag Business Management.  Major Sequences are offered in 
two areas:  Ag Mechanics, Ag Science and Plant Science.  Every student at King City 
High School is required to complete a minimum of 30 credits in their selected major 
sequence. 
 
Courses on the approved, KCHS class list in agriculture include: 
 
Introduction to Ag Biology 
Ag Earth Science (UC) 
Ag Science Academy 1 (UC)  
Ag Science Academy 2 (UC) 
ROP Ag Business Management 
ROP Ag Business Management/Economics(UC) 
Ag Mechanics I (UC and Articulated with Hartnell) 
Ag Mechanics II 
Ag Mechanics III 
ROP Ag Mechanics IV 
Small Engines 
ROP Ornamental Horticulture I 
Ornamental Horticulture II 
Landscape Design and Maintenance 
Art of Floral Design (UC) 
Animal Science (UC) 
Veterinary Science 
Ag Advanced Projects 
Ag Leadership 
ROP Livestock Management 
 
Our Livestock class is offered in the spring and summer, taught outside of the regular 
school day at 7am, 0 period.  This class is designed for students who are taking market 
or breeding livestock, rabbits and/or poultry to the Salinas Valley Fair in the spring.  The 
class is also offered in the summer to those students who plan to exhibit at a summer 
fair.  
 
Ag Advanced Projects was designed for those students who have had instruction in one 
of the areas of agriculture listed and would like to advance their knowledge and skills.  
They are expected to submit a written plan to the instructor supervising their project 
and give written progress statements on a regular basis.  Some projects have included 
running the flower shop, planting and maintaining vines in the plot, and designing and 
landscaping the front of the ag compound.  Other projects have included building large 
projects in the shop using ag mechanics skills, growing vegetables in the ag plot and 
doing a research project for a prepared speech. 
 
The Ag Leadership course is open for the FFA, chapter officers and active members only.  
This time requires the officers and other students to work on their responsibilities as an 
officer, assist other FFA members with leadership skills, organize the execution of all our 
committees, banquets, conferences and create an environment for our ag students to 
enjoy. 
 
Supervised Agricultural Experience Projects 
 
Students are required to maintain an SAE Project as 5% of their grade each quarter.  
Though the most popular projects continue to be market livestock and mechanics to 
exhibit at a local fair, King City FFA has a large variety of student projects.  
 
Floral Design Projects for specific holidays 
Landscape Maintenance and Design 
Ag Mechanics Repair 











Students are required to participate in at least two FFA activities each quarter as 5% of 





Best Informed Greenhand Competition 
Creed Speaking Competition  
Prepared Public Speaking  
Extemporaneous Public Speaking 
Opening / Closing Ceremonies Contest 
Apply for Proficiency Awards 
Apply for State Degree 
Parliamentary Procedure Team 
Cooperative Marketing Competition 
Job Interview 
CDE Teams:  Vegetables, Poultry, Farm Power, Cooperative Marketing, Dairy Products, 




The district requires all seniors to complete a minimum of 20 hours of community 
service, in the junior and senior years, in order to graduate.  Through participation in 
FFA activities, agriculture students have the opportunity to complete this requirement.  
Our chapter works closely with the Young Farmers organization in their fund raising 
efforts.  We are called on a regular basis to serve and clean up at community fund 
raising events including Mels Poker Run, Mee Memorial Hospital Foundation Dinners, 
Salinas Valley Fair Heritage Foundation fund raising events, Special Olympics Rodeo and 









Leadership and Citizenship Development 
Quality Criteria Two 
Students develop leadership, citizenship, interpersonal, and employment skills by 
participating in career technical student organizations. 
All Students enrolled in Agriculture Education at King City High School are immersed in 
leadership, citizenship, interpersonal and employment skills by many activities.  The 
activities offered are competitive, instructional and led by example.  All students are 
required to participate in four activities per semester.  This is 5% their grade.  There is 
another 5% that is occurred through their SAE project.  The chapter participated in well 
over 12 activities throughout each academic year. 
 
Each course is graded with 90% instruction, labs, shop work, PREP, tests and quizzes, 
5% SAE and 5% activities.  The program plan shows all courses syllabus with grading 
criteria.  The program plan is detailed with assignments for each advisor the chart of 
responsibility lists all advisors and every event and who is responsible.  All teachers will 
be reimbursed for any supplies or such needed for FFA events. 
 
Each class begins with an FFA unit outlining all activities for students to become actively 
involved.  Students that duplicate Ag classes become experts because no matter how 
advanced the class in Ag we still teach an FFA unit to begin the year.   
 
All five Ag teachers are FFA advisors and they are all verified in the R-2 report.  I am 
proud to say that all of us are role models and lead by a positive example.  I feel 
fortunate for our students to spend the time each day in class with such professional 







Practical Application of Agriculture Skills 
Quality Criteria Three 
Practical application of occupational skills is accomplished through work-site experience 
and/or entrepreneurship.  These practical experiences are combined, coordinated, and 
evaluated with the classroom instruction. 
The supervised agriculture experience is a part of each student in the King City Ag 
department’s grade. Each class has a 5 percent SAE assignment. All classes have 
worksite experiences either through agriculture mechanics to floral arranging in the ROP 
classes. All the science based classes use hands on teaching to stimulate a work like 
environment, numerous labs and scientific studies are completed each week.  All our 
classes work in cooperation with our local industry.  We communicate with the local 
workforce by an official scheduled advisory meeting 2-3 times a year.  I have set up my 
shop program and this year our horticulture program to operate as a business.  My shop 
classes I run like a shop business.  When I assign a project my students treat it as an 
order coming in.  When we get low on consumables my students take note and get the 
needed item to me so I can place a replacement order.  In my Ornamental Horticulture 
class I am making strides to have my lab days function similar to an operating nursery.   
 
We document all home and SAE visits with a department wide four copy visit form. Our 
department needs to work on home visits it is my opinion that we have missed some of 
our students’ home visits because we have such a strong relationship with our 
community and with many parent volunteer /supporters.  Eighty percent of all the 
students are being currently visited somehow. School vehicles are readily available we 
currently own a 1991 Chevy extended cab Chevy truck, 15 passenger van but only one 
teacher is licensed to drive by Ed code, not by the California DMV, 2015 GMC 2500 
pickup, 2014 Chevrolet Express van, 2016 Ford Transit van, and a 2016 Chevrolet 
Suburban. All school vehicles are also available to rent for 55 cents a mile. We also have 
gas cards to use if we have to drive our own vehicle and to gas up department vehicles 
while we are on an extended trip.  
 
All supervised Ag experiences have a business agreement written in the FFA AET record 
book. This is where the training plan is stated for the experience. Every year Monterey 
county Ag Ed office provides King City agriculture students to be part of an agriculture 
career day where they have the opportunity to experience exploration in careers. In the 
classroom instruction we give many labs some classes are purely hands on labs to 
occupational skills. 
 
Qualified and Professional 
Personnel 
Quality Criteria Four 
All Agricultural Education teachers are competent and qualified with the appropriate 
occupational proficiency.  In addition, instructors, administrators, guidance/counseling 
staff, and instructional support staff are involved in an ongoing program for professional 
development designed to enhance the quality of instruction. 
All Personnel within the department are fully credentialed and active full time agriculture 
instructors.  Each instructor is involved in professional organizations such as CATA and 
AWS.  All of us go to numerous professional development conferences throughout the 
year. Most of the conferences we go to are all agriculture and education related. Our 
science teachers have also attended some strictly science curriculum workshops and 
training. Specifically I have also attended several CM (constructing Meaning) seminars 
and am a certified CM Instructor. CM is our districts stance on curriculum development 
and student involvement. It’s a way to teach that attempts to include the learning styles 
of all students in each class period with multiple checks for understanding.  
 
All of us are actively involved in professional subject matter associations. We all attend 
the Fall and Spring regional CATA meeting and four sectional meetings. We also all go to 
the summer CATA conference and attend 2-3 Advisory meetings a year. 
 
Jessica Souza is currently the chair of the department at King City. Our department 
meets everyday at lunch and we usually discuss upcoming event and check in with each 
other. But we also have a structured department meeting (with an agenda) every 








Farm, Equipment, and Materials 
Quality Criteria Five 
Facilities, equipment, instructional materials and supplies comply with health and safety 
standards, reflect and/or simulate current and emerging technologies and applications, 
and are of sufficient quantity to meet the instructional objectives and individual needs of 
all students.  
King City High School is in the process of building a brand new Agriculture facility on the 
site of our old school farm. We are currently still teaching in our old classrooms but have 
been using our funds this year to purchase new equipment and furniture for our new 
building. Though our classrooms are not new we have new equipment and supplies. 
Each of our classrooms has a Smart TV, a color printer and a copy machine. Our 
department also shares two full computer labs and 2 portable laptop carts.  
 
Our shops have all of the latest power tools and equipment. The small engines class has 
a 15 Briggs and Stratton gas engines and Hydraulic trainers. Our metal shop has all new 
tools and a PlasmaCam. The mechanics classes do a great job of introducing students to 
all of the current equipment they might find in the field.  
I have been purchasing materials for my animal science classes the last couple of years. 
I have a brand new incubator, chick brooder, canine CPR dummies, stainless clinic 
kennels, electric clinic table, ultrasound machine, clinic canine digital scale, and small 
animal digital scale to name some of the larger items. 
Though we do not have a school farm right now, because of the construction going on, 
we use to have and plan to have again a greenhouse, shade house, animal barn and 
pens, poultry coops, storage facilities, rabbit barn, and a show arena.  
 
Description of Facilities 
 
The CURRENT King City High School facilities include: 
• Five classrooms,  
• Room 192- Ag Science Room, Room 194- Ag Mech, Room 196- Floral/ Leadership, 
Room 199- Ag Mech 1, Room 200- Animal Science, Ag sciences 
• Two 32 station computer labs in room 192 & 195 
• One, FFA Officer /Supply Room 
• One Staff Office located between Metal shop and room 192 
• Two Ag mechanics shops with 16 Arc Welding Stations, 6 Oxy Acetylene cutting 
stations, 10 Mig Welders, 2 Plasma cutters, drill presses, grinders, metal shear and 
many hand tools. 
 


















1981 Ag Mech Class Fair ROP 
Hog Scale  1992 $2,000 Fair Young Farmers 
Hog Sale 2016  Good AIG 
Digital Hog 
Scale 




1990 $6,400 Good Perkins 
Generator 2009 $800 Good AIG 









Plasma Cutter 2010 $2,200 Good Perkins 
Lincoln 
Welders 
2007 $2,000 Good AIG 
Walk In Cooler 2016 $10,000  Great Donated 
Livestock 
Trailer 
2015 $20,000 Good Donated 
Cargo Trailer 2021 $5,000 Great SWF 
Hydraulic 
Trainers (2) 
 $5,000 Each Great SWF 
Laser Engraver 2019 $8,000 Great CTE IG 
Laptop 2017 $10,000 Good Specialized AIG 
Laptop Cart 2019 $30,000 Good Perkins 
Bleachers  $10,000 Great CTE IG 
Livestock 
Panels 
2019 $40,000 Great CTE IG 
New Holland 
Tractor 





2016 $8,000 Great CTE IG 
Kyocera Copy 
Machine 
2015 $5,000 Good AIG 
 
Community, Business, and Industry Involvement 
Quality Criteria Six 
Individuals who represent the community, business, industry, students, parents, 
districts, staff, post-secondary agencies, and labor, serve, on an agricultural advisory 
committee to provide guidance.  Staff uses the advice of the advisory committee in the 
design, development, operation, evaluation, and support of each program area. 
One strong aspect is the community support of the program.  All aspects of our program 
are touched with some part of the community.  The curriculum is supported with our 
current Ag Advisory committee.  This committee includes parents, current ag teachers, 
community college teachers, and ag community members from all ag aspects. We meet 
with our committee twice a year and more if needed. They help us mainstream our 
curriculum to industry standards. They do not act as a booster or leader of us. Their 
main focus is support and provides outlets for us if needed. They are great support 
throughout the year in all aspects. All staff actively participates in all meetings. 
 
Other ways our community supports us is the Young Farmers and Ranchers they almost 
act as our boosters for us. Every year we go to them and ask for support giving them an 
itemized list of areas we need in monetary support.  
 
Some of the areas are judging team contest registration and hotel rooms, leadership 
conferences and improvements to the facility. Every year they give us the full total 
amount needed in the past they have bought us vehicles and is where we were able to 








Quality Criteria Seven 
Agriculture education staff, guidance counselors, and other resource personnel provide 
career guidance services to ensure that students enroll in Agriculture Education 
courses/programs that are consistent with their aptitudes, interests, abilities, and career 
path goals. 
This is one area we need to improve on. The school currently has pathways, but it 
seems as though we cannot keep them in our agriculture classes throughout their four 
years at King City High School. 
 
The counselors are supportive but there are only two of him and this causes a problem 
because it does not give them enough time to work on making sure these students are 
in the program throughout the four years. We used to have one counselor, this made 
scheduling very tough.  This causes a huge crutch in allowing effort to be placed in 
keeping them in our program.  
 
Currently we have many students that are in study hall, this type of scheduling 
frustrates us because we could have created another ag elective and they could at least 
be getting some meaningful education as opposed to sitting in study hall. 
 
In my classes we work on career plans prior to the students scheduling their classes for 
the following year.  We made a list of the students in our classes and where they should 
be in the next year to help retain these students.  I also have bumped up recruitment 
this year and hopefully it will work.  In the past we have had issues in communication 
and agriculture education knowledge.  We have spent the time to educate our 
counselors, administrators, and other support staff in the functionality of our 
department.  We have created agriculture education by inviting all staff to our banquets 
and recognizing them, by asking them to judge local contests in speaking, project 
competition, and more.   
 
We definitely have a representation of student population in our program and hope to 
continue this diversity. Students are made aware of many options for their post-
secondary education or job market. We participate in many activities which flourish this 




Quality Criteria Eight 
There is a systematic plan of program promotion to inform students, parents, 
counselors, other subject-matter teachers, administrators, board members, community 
members, and business and industry representatives, of options, advantages, quality, 
accountability and availability of Agricultural Education programs. 
 
Every year King City officers create a plan to promote the King City FFA.  The program 
does a great job in certain areas of our department.  However, we can work on creating 
a different approach each year and not staying with the same ideas year after year.  
This has allowed the program to become repetitive in some ways.  
 
We participate in 8th grade orientation into high school.  Our students present a 
PowerPoint to inform the students so they know how to get involved with agriculture and 
the FFA.  We also do recruitment the first week of 9th grade orientation to get students 
pumped up about agriculture and our program.  Throughout the year FFA activities 
create a broad range of recruitment areas. News Releases are a main way our 
community knows what is going on in the FFA.  We have colored brochures to hand out 
along with the presentations at these recruitment events. 
The newspaper is published weekly and most weeks we have an article about the FFA 
and what great things we are involved in, this helps us when we need the community 
involvement in ways such as fund raisers and ideas for the future events. 
 
We could do a better job with community presentations such as increasing the number 
of them to the school board, community clubs such as rotary and young farmers 
because we do have such a tremendous support from them.  I think an area we need to 
focus on is having our students do more of this because it will in turn teach the students 
presentation skills and also could practice their speaking abilities while promoting and 
marketing our agriculture program.  
 
One great way we promote activities within our school is through our school bulletin and 
through posters placed throughout the school. We do struggle in the word of mouth 
promotion.  I do feel we are strong at promoting to parents through letters home and 
meeting notices which need to be signed from time to time by the parents or guardians 
of our students.  
 
Knowing we have been in need of finding more alternative venues for program 
promotion I took the lead by starting a department website.  I had the page designed 
and installed on the interweb.  Soon to follow our digital promotion was a facebook 
page, Instagram and a Twitter account.  
Program Accountability 
Quality Criteria Nine 
There is an annual program assessment using input from instructors, administrators, 
students, other staff, and advisory committee members which ensure that the program 
scope, design, content, instruction, and administration is meeting the program 
objectives.  The annual assessment process is used to develop a program improvement 
plan which contains strategies that will assist with the short and long-range 
administration and operation of career-vocational education programs. 
 
Program accountability and planning is something we have down to a daily routine. Our 
department head has done her job for 6 years and continues to keep these areas under 
control and organized. Starting with the planning aspect, all administration, teachers 
and advisory committee are involved with the process in some way in preparing in 
planning for the following year. Every year, before school starts we start planning as a 
department and further the planning as a FFA team with the officers and set many plans 
together as possible. As a department we plan expenditures, dates, needs and wants, 
and any curriculum changes. All changes and minutes are recorded and always sent to 
the administration where we then discuss with the administration with the hopes and 
goals for the department and then send a copy to the advisory committee to discuss 
curriculum.  
  
The program plan is updated before school starts and our goals are set. We then 
evaluate these at the half year mark and then at the end of the year to see the progress 
we have made. We focus a lot on our funding and the planning of the use and allotments 
of our funds. We have had a Chief Business Officer who struggled tremendously to keep 
up with the demands of his job.  This was a difficult 3 years.  Inconsistency and 
ignorance do not make the financials of our job any less time consuming.  Fortunately, 
this individual has moved to another district. 
 
The program plan is always completed on time and ready for review of regional 
supervisor we also include all areas and changes that have been made from all support 





Student- Teacher Ratio 
Quality Criteria Ten 
High quality instruction in agriculture is dependent upon maintaining a student-teacher 
ratio that ensures effective instruction and safe working conditions.  Agriculture 
education courses are action-oriented, applied learning activities.  Under these 
conditions, lower class sizes must be maintained. 
 
Student to teacher ratio is a negative check for the King City High and not just 
agriculture but in all classes throughout the high school. This is an area we really need 
to work on and keep pushing the administration in the same direction. Our shop classes 
are easily thirty-five+ to one, where are ag science and agriculture business are mid-
thirties to one. Floral is probably the closest to twenty to one but around twenty-five to 
one. The classes always start out larger and dwindle down as the semester goes on. The 
shop area is where we need to work on extra hard especially because of the safety risks 
involved in these classes. 
 
The electives at King City High are very minimal especially in the hands on career 
oriented areas, which makes Agricultural classes desirable to many students, our classes 
are highly requested. This is great but not when we only have one teacher and the 
administration wants 30 to 40 in every class. This also poses an ineffective instructional 
environment and many times an unsafe environment. We also do not have the 
equipment to satisfy all these student’s needs, leaving many students waiting to use 









Full Year Employment 
Quality Criteria Eleven 
Provisions are established by the school site which provide adequate teacher release 
time to conduct the necessary year round activities of the program. 
 
King City agriculture department does not effectively adhere to quality criteria eleven.  
The department instruction definitely extends far beyond the regular school day, school 
year, and school environment. The school district currently provides four teachers all full 
time and all are fully active in the FFA component. Debbie Benson currently has 
approximately 180 students, Jessica has approximately 185 students, Lauren has 
approximately 210 students and I am around the 180 mark.  We each receive two 
stipends at 2500 dollars.  There is an additional stipend for the teacher that volunteers 
to attend the small San Benito fair in October.  Usually this is Lauren Peterson.  
  
Another area where we are lacking is the school district does not provide use with a 
project supervision period. It has never been done and does not look like it is going to 
happen any time soon. The district has been presented in the past the hours that are 




















































Appendix A - Student Data Sheets 
Supporting Documents 
 
Currently the student data sheet is the R2 report that is completed on the 
calaged.com website.  Students also add similar information to their AET 
student record book.  We still have the students complete the R2 as we did 
the old student data sheets, at the beginning of the year.  This new 
electronic version is much more efficient than the paper hard-copy student 

































































































































































Appendix B - Permanent Student Records  
 
We no longer file hard copy student record books and proficiency applications.  We used 
to have years of files on each student.  With the evolution of the record book we have 
done our best to keep up with the movement.  We are in our third year and first year 
“All in” with the AET.  The AET is an online website that manages an FFA student’s entire 
high school career.  With this process all applications, degrees, completions, 
certifications, and sections of the SAE are managed in detail.  All of our permanent Vo-
Ag records are stored online at www.theaet.org.  Having this information online is very 
helpful.  Students can access their AET accounts anytime from anywhere and update 
their books as they are working with their animals, purchasing feed, selling produce 

































Appendix C - Course Outlines/ Descriptions 
Supporting Documents 
 
Attached are a listing of the courses offered in the Agriculture department at King City 
High School.  These pages are from our course catalog released by our school counselor.  
The course catalog for next year hasn’t been updated yet. There will be new name 
changed for our courses. We decided as a department to simplify our class names. So 






















South Monterey County Joint Union 




















Course: Advanced Ag Projects(G924) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD elective requirement for graduation 
Course Description: This course provides an opportunity for an advanced student in 
agriculture to study any specialized field of agriculture. The student 
will submit a written description of the project to be accomplished, 
including lab or shop activities.  
The teachers of the department will review the project to determine if 
the student qualifies for Advanced Projects and make 
recommendations for the requirements needed to complete the course. 
Leadership skills, through FFA activities as well as participation in a 
supervised agricultural experience program, are required. 
Prerequisite: Teacher consent only 
Co-requisite: None 
  
Course: Advanced Floral Design(14105) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD elective requirement for graduation 
Course Description: This course in floristry is for students interested in pursuing a career in 
floral design, flower shop management, growing field crops or other 
related fields. Students are taught proper identification and use of 
tools and equipment, the care of indoor plants, the art of floral design 
and basic shop management arrangements, wedding bouquets, funeral 
pieces and the different phases of planning and staging of skills or 
dries, or other textures that may be required to complete a project. 
Students who are job ready and have a genuine interest in floristry will 
be given an opportunity to go into community classroom setting and 
obtain actual job training in the floral industry. Students who are 
successful in the program can expect to obtain full or part time 
employment. 
Prerequisite: Teacher consent only 
Co-requisite: None 
  
Course: Ag Business & Economics (ROP) (11100) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective  
Course Description: This course is designed for advanced study of agriculture business 
opportunities and economics for the college bound students with 
interest in agriculture. Through the course, the student will understand 
and apply basic economic principles as they relate to individual 
consumers, productions agriculture, and agri-business management. 
Life skills such as resumes, job applications, interview skills and 
college and scholarship applications will be included. The students 
will develop a "business) that will produce, package, determine prices, 
and market their products. Students will keep accurate records of 
expenses, receipts and profit/losses. At the conclusion of the course, 
profits will be split equally between the partners. Leadership skills 
through FFA activates and participation in supervised agricultural 
experience are required 














Course: Small Engines 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “D” as laboratory science 
Course Description: Small Engines/Power Systems is an applied course in agricultural 
mechanics with special emphasis on laboratory activities, involving 
small engines and agricultural equipment. The standards in this course 
address principles of operations, parts identification, maintenance, 
repair, and overhaul of gas-powered engines as well as exploration of 
a wide range of careers in agricultural mechanics. The course 
instruction integrates the FFA’s Small Engines Career Development 
Event competition. Throughout the course, students will be graded on 
participation in intracurricular FFA activities as well as the 
development and maintenance of an ongoing Supervised Agricultural 
Experience (SAE) program. Students will also develop and maintain a 
professional portfolio throughout the course. 




Course: Ag Earth Science (12619) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course will provide the student with theories and principles 
related to Agricultural Sciences and Physical Science. This course is 
intended to successfully prepare students with an understanding of the 
physiological and anatomical principles of plants and animals. 
Emphasis is placed on learning why and how to apply scientific 
knowledge to solve common production problems. The materials and 
processes of the universe and earth are explained in terms of matter 
and energy. Leadership skills through FFA activities and participation 




Course: Ag Leadership     (K929) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective  
Course Description: This course provides students the opportunity to develop leadership 
skills in the areas of teamwork, community service, responsibility, 
initiative, creativity, committee work, and public speaking. Students 
will set goals and manage the activities of the King City Chapter of 
the Future Farmers of America. 
Prerequisite: Teacher consent 
Co-requisite: None 
  
Course: Ag Mechanics 1 (12147) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: In addition to a semester of general arc and oxy-acetylene welding, 
students will receive instruction in basic electrical wiring, 
woodworking, rope work, tool fitting, cold metal work, plumbing and 
concrete work, Students also study the many job opportunities in 
agricultural mechanics, its importance in local industries, and the 
organization of Future Farmers of America and participate in FFA 







Course: Ag Mechanics 2 (10102) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course covers the skills essential to working in an agriculture 
shop.  The student will weld, arc and oxy-acetylene, in all positions 
and learn intermediate shop skills tool fitting, cold metal work, 
plumbing and concrete work with an emphasis on individual projects. 
Leadership skills through FFA activities and participation in a 
supervised agricultural experience program are required. 





Course: Ag Mechanics 3 (12146) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: Ag Mechanics 3 is the third course in a series of courses in the 
mechanized agriculture pathway. In this course students will be 
introduced to the principals and elements of design using an autocad 
program. Designs will be later developed into plans for fabrication. In 
addition, students will focus on multiple welding processes including 
positions, and reading symbols, selecting proper electrodes, and 
performing proper welding joint types. Other units of instruction 
include small engines. Students will be required to perform general 
maintenance, assembly, and demonstrations of how an exhaust 
system, 2-stroke vs 4-stroke, and small engines. Students will explore 
careers in the agriculture mechanics sector as well as have the 
opportunity to participate in leadership development (FFA) and SAE 
project. 
Prerequisite: Agricultural Mechanics 2 with a grade of “C” or better. 
Co-requisite: None 
 
Course: Ag Mechanics 4 (15951) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course is designed to develop the skills necessary to design and 
construct agricultural equipment and large projects used in 
agriculture.  Students will integrate all the shop skills acquired in the 
prior Ag Mechanics 1, 2, and 3 classes to show their accumulated 
skills in the high school agriculture shop. Leadership skills through 
FFA activities and participation in a supervised agricultural 
experience program are required. 
Prerequisite: Agricultural Mechanics 1 and II with a grade of “C” or better.  
Co-requisite: None 
  
Course: Animal Science Anatomy/Physiology  (ROP) (K922) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirements “D” as laboratory science. 
Course Description: This course provides a study of common diseases of both small and 
large animals, the causes and means of prevention. Students will learn 
skills and scientific knowledge required for entry-level jobs in the 
animal services industry. Course work will include anatomy and 
physiology of domestic animals, nutrition, parasites and diseases. 
Guest lecturers, veterinarians, vector control officials and animal 
health technicians will also be provided to add knowledge of current 
practices that are implemented in the animal health fields. Students 
will gain practical experience in veterinary medicine by conducting 
hands-on activities with both small and large animals. Leadership 
skills through FFA activities and participation in a supervised 
agricultural experience program are required. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture Sustainable Biology Course with a grade of “C” or better 
or teacher consent 
Co-requisite: None 
 
Course: Agriculture Small Engines/Power System (K907) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: The course explores the physical and chemical nature of soil as well as the 
relationships between soil, plants, animals and agricultural practices. 
Students will examine properties of soil and land and their connections to 
plant and animal productions. Using knowledge of scientific protocols as 
well as course content, students’ will develop an Agriscience research 
program to be conducted throughout the first semester of the course. To 
complete that whole project each students will investigate and test an 
Agriscience research questions by formulating a scientific question related to 
the course contest, formulating a hypothesis basted on related research, 
conducting an experiment to test the hypothesis, collecting quantitative data, 
and forming a conclusion based on analysis of the data. The result of this 
research program will be an in depth research and experimentation paper that 
is technical written, based on scientific protocol, and cited using APA 
formatting. Additionally, students will develop and present a capstone soil 
management for agricultural producers, using the content learned through 
the course. Throughout the course, students will be graded on participation 
in intracurricular FFA activities as well as the development and maintenance 
of an ongoing Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) program. 
Prerequisite: Agriculture Mechanics II 
Co-requisite: None 
  
Course: Agriculture Sustainable Biology Course (12617) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9-10 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “D” as laboratory science. 
Course Description: Agriculture Sustainable Biology is a one-year course designed to integrate 
biological science practices and knowledge into the practice of sustainable 
agriculture. This laboratory science course designed the college-bound 
student and emphasizes students’ ability to demonstrate their knowledge of 
biological principles within the context of the appropriate NGSS Science and 
Engineering Practices, and Crosscutting Concepts, and students will apply 
their knowledge to designing, creating, testing and refining and engineering 
project related to agriculture. Students will engage in investigation of the 
following areas: molecular, and cellular aspects of living things. Structure 
and function of agricultural plants and animal genetics, physiology, plants 
and animal diversity, principles of classification as they relate to biological 
evolution, ecological relationships, and animal behavior as specified in the 
NGSS life science disciplinary core ideas. Participation in FFA student 
organization activities and Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) 
project is an integral course component for leadership development, career 





Course: Honors Agriculture Biology (12108) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirements “D” as laboratory science. 
Course Description: This is an extended year course designed for college-bound students 
with interest in animal and plant agriculture. The course will provide a 
general survey of living organisms, their interactions with the 
environment, agriculture and the molecular and cellular aspects of 
living organisms, plant and animal genetics, taxonomy of plants and 
animals, comparative anatomy of humans and animals, and 
agricultural research and investigation. It is expected that the topics 
will be covered in great depth and breadth in comparison to traditional 
Agricultural Biology. This class includes extensive laboratory 
components. Homework will        consist of technical reading and 
writing, lab reports, practical application and general daily study. 
Students will be exposed to the FFA and supervised occupational 
experienced programs. 





Course: Landscape Design and Maintenance (14052) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course is designed to provide both college bound students and 
work bound students with the introductory skills and knowledge 
needed in the Landscape Industry. Landscape Design and 
Maintenance is an alternative course of the CTE pathway in 
Ornamental Horticulture. Students from the year one introductory 
course will apply and expand on their knowledge and skills to address 
current trends and practices in the landscaping industry in California. 
Topics will include plant selection for low water, low maintenance 
landscapes; landscape design based on specific criteria; landscape 
installation from plan to establishment; sustainable landscape 
maintenance; major aspects of nursery production from propagation to 
a saleable product; and current and future opportunities in 
environmental horticulture business. Approximately fifty percent of 
this class involves field work which is conducted outdoors. Individual 
projects (SAE) and record keeping are also included.  Leadership 
skills through FFA activities and participation in a supervised 
agricultural experience program are required.  
Prerequisite: Horticulture 1 
Co-requisite: None 
Course: Ornamental Horticulture 1  (14050) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course is designed to provide both college bound students and 
work bound students with the introductory skills and knowledge 
needed in the Horticulture Industry. Major instructional concepts 
provide students with individual goals and objectives including: 
plant identification, classification, plant structure/anatomy, growing 
media,  plant processes and operation, plant propagation, pruning, and 
growing annuals and perennials. Individual projects (SAE) and record 
keeping are also included.  Leadership skills through FFA activities 





Course: Ornamental Horticulture 2 Greenhouse Production (14051) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 10-12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirement “G” as college-preparatory elective. 
Course Description: This course is designed to provide both college bound students and 
work bound students with the basic skills and knowledge needed in 
the greenhouse management industry. Greenhouse Production is an 
alternative course of the CTE pathway in Ornamental Horticulture. 
Students from the year one introductory course will apply and expand 
on their knowledge and skills to address current trends and practices 
in the greenhouse industry in California. Major instructional concepts 
provide students with individual goals and objectives including: plant 
environments, classification, plant processes, growing media, plant 
structures and operation, greenhouse maintenance and other 
greenhouse technologies. Individual projects (SAE) and record 
keeping are also included. 














Course: Veterinary Science (14022) 
Duration: 1 Year 
Grade Level: 12 
Requirements Met: Meets SMCJUHSD requirement for graduation and UC/CSU 
entrance requirements “D” as laboratory science. 
Course Description: Veterinary Science is a course designed to provide students an applied 
scientific study in the area of animal and veterinary care with a focus 
on laboratory and clinic skills. This course focuses on the application 
of animal anatomical and physiological knowledge to the maintenance 
and improvement of animal health to include clinical diagnosis of 
diseases and parasites, administration of medications, and common 
surgical procedures. Biological applications will include studies in 
genetics, body systems, and evolution as they pertain to the veterinary 
field. Each unit will include a clinical practice component. Veterinary 
science courses impart information about the causes, diagnosis and 
treatment of diseases and injures of livestock, farm and domestic 
animals. Guest lecturers and speakers will be used to keep students up 
to date with the latest veterinary practices and equipment. Leadership 
skills through the FFA activities and participation in a supervised 
agricultural experience project will be required.  















Appendix D - Daily Grade Sheets 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our grading system in on a software called Aeries.  Most schools use Aeries for 
attendacne and grades. Students and parents both have access to the information 






















Appendix E - Project Visitation 
Supporting Documents 
 
This year we began recording our project visits with AET Tracker. After the advisor does 
a project visit, we record the visit and it goes directly into the students’ record book and 
notifies them. It also sends an email to the parents an email about the visit. Below are 
examples of what is recorded during a meeting with students in AET. Each advisor can 
customize what is included for notes in the report and rate the students’ performance. 
We can also include photos of the project which is perfect for negative evaluations as 
well so issues can be shared with students and parents with no room for confusion.  
There is still a paper project visit form but it seems to be getting phased out. There is a 
screenshot of the main screen of our chapter “Tracker” below. This screen shows a 
complete list of what students projects have been evaluated and if they have logged in 
to read the evaluation. Due to Covid-19 our project visits have been virtual and we have 















































     King City High School 
FFA 
720 Broadway King City, CA  93930 
(831) 385-5461 ext. 3900 
Advisors Jessica Souza, Patrick Smith, Lauren Peterson, Blaise Chaney, Chelsey Cervantes 
 
 
HOME VISIT REPORT 
 
Name: _________________________________          Date: ____________________________ 
 
Course(s) Enrolled:_______________________          Counselor’s Name:__________________ 
 
Grade Level:____________________________     Mother’s Name:____________________ 
 
Visit Length:____________________________     Father’s Name:_____________________ 
 
Object of Visit: (circle all the apply) 
 
Meet  Parents Plan  SAE Inform about Agriculture Program  
  
 Complete Student Data   Sheet Supervise SAE Talk about graduation 
 
Overview of Topics Covered:__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________  
Projected Goals:_____________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
FFA Goals:________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________  
Academic Career Goals:______________________________________________________  
 
Tentative Date of Next Visit:_______________Student Phone Number:________________ 
 








Appendix F – Board Policy SAE Projects  
Supporting Documents    
 
All of courses have board approved syllabi. In the course syllabi we outline our grading 
procedures and policies in regards to FFA participation and SAE projects as a part of the 

















































Appendix G – Board Policy FFA 
Supporting Documents 
 
Every year in fall our FFA officers present to the school board. They give the board 
members FFA tshirt or mugs, show the theme video for the year and then present the 
calendar with all FFA events. The board will generally ask a few questions then approve 
































Appendix H - Board SAE Policy 
Supporting Documents 
 
The South Monterey County Joint Union High School District recognizes the SAE as a 
required part of all agriculture department students.  The SAE project is 5% of the 
required grade, and must be completed with business agreements and a budget.  All 
students are given the necessary instructions and must complete the SAE using the 























































































































































Appendix I - Program of Work 
Supporting Documents 
 
The King City FFA Program of Work is completed by our chapter officers.  The theme and 
assigned portions of the POW are decided at our summer retreat.  The students spend 
the next month or so completing the document, once finished we use the POW to 
present our calendar and scheduled activities for the year to the Board, local and district 
administrators, and parents or legal guardians.  The POW is also presented to our 
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A MESSAGE FROM YOUR OFFICER TEAM 
We welcome you into our 2020-2021 school year. While our pathway may be rocky and challenging, our determination 
and willingness to succeed, will pull us through and point us in the direction of prosperity as we planned vigorous year.  
With the support of our team, advisors, members and community we will develop the skills and techniques to become 
the best chapter we can possibly be. The opportunities of today will shape us into the people of tomorrow. Forming the 
responsible, thoughtful, and driven leaders of the future.   
Reaching out to all of our members has been a goal for many years. As an officer team we set out to strengthen our 
social media presence. Our community has been one of our biggest supporters and with their help we are able to 
strengthen our program. One important goal we set out to fulfill is to use social media to be publicly known.  We hope 
to reach out to younger generations so their membership in this organization continues for many years. 
With an expansion in our team and over 700 enrolled FFA members we encourage you to make your mark. We may 
follow in the footsteps of past generations but what we do this year can let the future generations of this program 
follow in ours as well. We want our chapter to leave mark and influence other. So, this year King City FFA members and 
guest, how will you strive and move “Together Towards Tomorrow?” 
Thank you for continuing to support our chapter and its members. 
 
Your 2020-2021 King City FFA Officers: 
Brooke, Campbell, Sarah, Kyla, Kady, Emil, Wiley, and Jesse 
 
 




Dear Chapter Members, 
The Advisors of the King City FFA would like to welcome each and every new and old member alike to the King City FFA 
and Agriculture program for this school year. 
The mission of the King City FFA and the King City High School Agriculture Department is to guide and assist the 
members of the FFA in providing high quality agricultural education that is equitable and efficient, that prepares 
students for higher education, employment, and citizenship, and promotes students’ intellectual, ethical and cultural 
growth. 
This year the officers have focused on agriculture awareness and showing the opportunities agriculture has to their 
members. We advisors agree that is it is extremely important to establish a positive image in order to maintain the 
motivation of chapter members and their involvement. We also feel it is essential to take PRIDE in whatever we do and 
that we always portray a positive image. We encourage chapter members to take pride in the fact that they are a member 
of the best and largest youth organization in the nation, the National FFA Organization. 
Once again, we are very proud to welcome you and to help each and every one of you to succeed in your chosen field. 
Sincerely, 
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2020-2021 OFFICERS 
Brooke Tidwell -Student Advisor 
Hello, my name is Brooke Tidwell, and I am a senior at King City High School. I would describe 
myself as honest, committed, and outgoing. I have been an officer for three consecutive years 
now, first as treasurer, second as president, and now serving as the King City FFA Chapter student 
advisor.  My most memorable FFA event was State Convention because I got to mingle with 
others during my chance at being a state delegate. I am also an officer for Junior Fair Board for 
the Salinas Valley Fair. Something I want to make sure that happens this year is to keep the 
members and community involved with our chapter virtually. 
Campbell Rameriez - President 
Hi, my name is Campbell Ramirez. I am a Senior at King City High School. This school year is my 
second year serving on the officer team, and I will be this year's Chapter President. Three words I 
would use to describe myself would be passionate, kind-hearted, and humorous. My favorite FFA 
event I attended would be the National Convention in Indiana. My hobbies include showing swine 
at SBF and SVF, acting in our school productions, and FFA. What I am looking forward to this year 
is interacting with our Chapter and helping new members learn more about the program and 
what it offers. I want people to know that the FFA is a very impactful organization, and I hope it 
will continue to mark young people's lives just like it did for me. 
Sarah Brewen - Vice-President 
My name is Sarah Brewen. This is my fourth year in the King City FFA and my first year on the officer 
team serving as the Vice President. I have been heavily involved in the FFA from competing in 
various speech contests and project competition, to being a part of the leadership class, and 
showing lambs and steers at our local county fairs. Apart from the FFA I am also a part of the Girls 
Varsity basketball team, and the California High School Rodeo Association. This year I am looking 
forward the chance to inform people about the FFA and all it has to offer. 
Kyla Lambert - Secretary 
Hello, my name is Kyla Lambert, I am a sophomore.  Some words I would use to 
describe myself are hard-working, responsible, and outgoing. Some of my hobbies 
include barrel racing and raising livestock for county fairs. I love being in FFA and 
getting to be involved with other members and events. My favorite event that I 
have attended was opening and closing ceremony. I loved seeing officers and 
members interact with each other. I am very excited about this year is getting to 
attend more events. I am very happy that I get to serve as this year’s secretary and 
gain many new experiences, along with improving my public speaking and leadership skills. I also hope to encourage 
members to get involved and continue to teach our community about the agriculture industry. 
 




Kadence Umbarger - Treasurer 
Hello, my name is Kadence Umbarger, and I am a sophomore at King City High school. This is 
my first year serving on the FFA officer team, I am this year’s treasurer. Three words I would 
use to describe myself are passionate, committed, and caring. My favorite FFA event that I 
attended would be 26 hours, because I was able to tour the campus and learn many new 
things about agriculture 
 
 
Emily Villasenor - Reporter 
Hello, my name is Emily Villasenor. I am currently a senior at King City High School. 
This school year will be my first year serving on the officer team, and I will be this 




Wiley Hearne - Sentinel 
Hello, my name is Wiley Hearne, and I am a sophomore at King City High School. This year I 
am on the King City Officer team for the first time, serving as the sentinel. Three words I 
would describe myself as is social, hardworking, and confident. My favorite FFA event that 
I attended would be the 26-hour event because we got to walk around Cal Poly and see 
what it would be like if we went there and were in the Ag program. 
 
Jesse Ledezma - Historian 
Hello!! I am a sophomore at King City high school! This is my first year serving on the 
officer team, and I will be this year's chapter historian! Three words that I would use 
to describe me are Joyful, driven, and motivational. Some of my hobbies are showing 
livestock and participating in FFA events. I have competed showing livestock across 
the United States winning a hand full of banners. Some interesting facts about me are 
that I am 6’6 feet tall, I breed and raise French bulldogs, and I Love to eat beef. I am 
looking forward to serving as your FFA chapter historian! I want people to know that 
FFA is a Great organization. I am going to do my best to help every FFA member 
succeed. Thank you for listening! Can’t wait to meet you guys! Stay safe and Healthy! 
 





Mrs. Cervantes graduated from Lompoc High School. In high school she showed pigs 
for the FFA. After high school she attended Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo where she 
majored in Agriculture Science. She completed her student teaching at Santa Maria 
High School. She is enthusiastic about teaching Animal Science and Agriculture Earth 






Mrs. Peterson teaches Agriculture Mechanics, Agriculture Chemistry, and 
Agriculture Biology. As well as coaching various public speaking contests 
including; Creed, Impromptu, and Job Interview. Mrs. Peterson enjoys 
attending the variety of Leadership Conferences and can be found in the swine 
barn at the Salinas Valley and San Benito County Fair. In her spare time, Mrs. 
Peterson enjoys going camping with her husband, daughters and two dogs, 
Bayley and Sawyer. 
 
Jessica Souza 
Mrs. Souza is the Department Head of the King City Agriculture Department and the 
backbone of the department. Mrs. Souza teaches Floral Design, Advanced Floral 
Design, and Agriculture Leadership. You can find Mrs. Souza coaching public 
speaking contest, organizing leadership conferences or editing proficiency 
applications. During fair time, Mrs. Souza can be found in the Sheep   and    Goat    









Mr. Smith is a hard workin’ man in his 10th year of teaching. He is teaching 
Agriculture Mechanics 3 and 4, Horticulture 1 and 2, and Agriculture Business and 
Economics. Mr. Smith has used his experiences from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo to 
develop competitive FFA teams such as Farm Power and Machinery and Nursery 
Landscape. Mr. Smith takes students to field days all over California, where they 
learn sportsmanship, integrity and character development. “You’ve got to want to 
succeed as bad as you want to breath” is what Mr. Smith tells his students to 






Mr. Chaney’s specialty area is agriculture mechanics and is currently teaching 
Agriculture Mechanics 1 and 2 and Ag Small Engines. Mr. Chaney believes that 
Agriculture Education is a program that fosters the development of premier 
leadership skills, personal growth, and career success for students. In his spare 
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CHAPTER AWARDS 
1946-47 King City State Superior Chapter  
1948-49 King City State Superior Chapter  
1950-51 King City State Superior Chapter  
1955-56 King City State Superior Chapter  
1956-57 King City State Superior Chapter  
1957-58 King City State Superior Chapter  
1963-64 King City State Superior Chapter  
1964-65 King City State Superior Chapter  
1965-66 King City State Superior Chapter  
1971-72 King City State Superior Chapter  
1973-74 King City State Superior Chapter  
1982-83 King City State Superior Chapter  
1995-96 King City State Superior Chapter  
1999-00 King City State Superior Chapter  
2000-01 King City State Superior Chapter  
2001-02 King City State Superior Chapter  
2002-03 King City State Superior Chapter  
2004-05 King City State Superior Chapter Gold 
2006-07 King City State Superior Chapter  
2007-08 King City State Superior Chapter  
2008-09 King City State Superior Chapter  
2009-10 King City State Superior Chapter  
2010-11 King City State Superior Chapter  
2012-13 King City State Superior Chapter Gold 
2013-14 King City National Superior Chapter One Star 
2014-15 King City National National Chapter Two Star 
2014-15 King City State Superior Chapter Gold 
2015-16 King City State Superior Chapter Gold 
2015-16 King City National National Chapter One Star 
2016-17 King City State National Chapter Region Winner 
2016-17 King City State National Chapter Gold 
2016-17 King City National National Chapter One Star 
2017-18 King City State National Chapter Gold 
2017-18 King City National National Chapter Two Star 
2018-19 King City National National Chapter Two Star 
2018-19 King City State Superior Chapter Gold 
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MEMBER AWARDS 
1939-40 William Crinklaw State Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
1944-45 Sam Avila Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
1946-47 William Glau Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
1955-56 Wesley Eade Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
1957-58 William Taylor State Proficiency Soil and Water Management Winner 
1959-60 Jim Fultz State Proficiency Soil and Water Management Winner 
1964-65 Art  Bacciarini Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
1984-85 David Nicholson State Proficiency Forest Management and Products Winner 
1986-87 Jim Orradre State Proficiency Feed Grain Production Winner 
1995-96 Chris Parrish State Proficiency 
Fruit and/or Vegetable 
Production Finalist 
1995-96 Dusty Rossi National Scholarship Unocal 76 Winner 
2001-02 Adam Chavez State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2001-02 Adam Chavez State Chorus State Convention Member 
2002-03 Adan Chavez State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2002-03 Adan Chavez State Chorus State Convention Member 
2002-03 Tiffany Trexler State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2002-03 Tiffany Trexler State Chorus State Convention Member 
2003-04 Kristie Bauer State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2004-05 Matthew Trexler National Scholarship Pioneer Equipment Company Winner 
2004-05 Adan Chavez State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2004-05 Ronald Ewing State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2004-05 Adan Chavez State Proficiency 
Turf Grass Management 
Placement Finalist 
2005-06 Tiffany Trexler State Proficiency Agricultural Communications Finalist 
2005-06 Tiffany Trexler State Proficiency Agricultural Communications Finalist 
2005-06 Kacey Blackmon State Proficiency 
Grain Production 
Entrepreneurship Winner 
2005-06 Kacey Blackmon State Proficiency 
Grain Production 
Entrepreneurship Finalist 
2005-06 Leith Nahhas State Band State Convention Participant 
2005-06 Leith Nahlas State Band State Convention Participant 
2006-07 Tiffany Trexler State Proficiency 
Environmental Science and 
Natural Resources Finalist 
2006-07 Kacey Blackmon State Proficiency Forest Management and Products Winner 
2006-07 Blaine Councilman State Proficiency Grain Production Placement Winner 
2006-07 Joseph Miranda State Proficiency Turf Grass Management Finalist 
2007-08 Blaine Councilman State Proficiency 
Agricultural Mechanics Design 
and Fabrication Finalist 
2007-08 Ilana Pickard State Proficiency Agricultural Processing Finalist 
2007-08 Leith Nahhas State Band State Convention Participant 
2007-08 Mariah Valdez State Band State Convention Participant 
2007-08 Ilana Pickard State Chorus State Convention Participant 
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2007-08 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency Wildlife Management Placement Winner 
2008-09 Mina Knezevic State Proficiency 
Environmental Science & Natural 
Resources Finalist 
2008-09 Mina Knezevic State Proficiency 
Environmental Science and 
Natural Resources Winner 
2008-09 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency 
Home and Community 
Development Winner 
2008-09 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency 
Home and Community 
Development Finalist 
2008-09 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2009-10 Nathan Davis State Proficiency Agricultural Services Finalist 
2009-10 Matt Grogan State Proficiency Forest Management & Products Finalist 
2009-10 Cody Morisoli State Proficiency 
Home and Community 
Development Finalist 
2009-10 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2009-10 Matt  Moreno Region Star Award Star in Ag Business Winner 
2009-10 Daina Andrade State Proficiency 
Vegetable Production 
Entrepreneurship Finalist 
2010-11 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Winner 
2010-11 Kaitlyn Beach State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2010-11 David Salazar State Proficiency Viticulture Production Placement Finalist 
2011-12 Nicole Hardoy State Proficiency 
Environmental Science & Natural 
Resouces Finalist 
2011-12 Nicole Hardoy State Scholarship Jaimie Lynn Pettey Memorial Finalist 
2011-12 Nicole Hardoy State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Winner 
2011-12 Nicole Hardoy State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2011-12 Lauren Grant Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2011-12 Tahnee Bray State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2012-13 Brooke Taylor State Proficiency Agricultural Communications Finalist 
2012-13 Nicole Hardoy State Proficiency 
Environmental Science & Natural 
Resouces Finalist 
2012-13 Tahnee Bray National Chorus National Convention Participant 
2012-13 Tahnee Bray State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2012-13 Kristin Cortes State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2012-13 Alex  Hernandez State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2012-13 Brooke Taylor State Press Corp State Convention Member 
2013-14 Tahnee Bray National Chorus National Convention Participant 
2013-14 Jeremy Burden State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2013-14 Morgan Kelley Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2013-14 Bailee Rusconi Section Star Award Star in Ag Business Winner 
2013-14 Brady Clifton Section Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2013-14 Jocelyn Baty Region Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2013-14 Jocelyn Baty Section Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2013-14 Kiana Almaguer State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2013-14 Tahnee Bray State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2013-14 Kristin 
Negra-
Cortes State Chorus State Convention Participant 
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2013-14 Alex Hernandez State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2014-15 Rachel Hart Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2014-15 Bailee Rusconi Region Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2014-15 Kiana Almaguer State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2014-15 Mackenzie Brazier State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2014-15 Consuelo Garza State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2014-15 Israel Merecias State Chorus State Convention Participant 
2014-15 Brett Umstead State Proficiency 
Agricultural Mechanics Energy 
Systems Winner 




2014-15 Fabiola Silva State Proficiency 
Agricultural Sales 
Entrepreneurship Finalist 
2014-15 Rachel Hart State Proficiency Agricultural Services Finalist 
2014-15 Bailee Rusconi State Proficiency 
Agriscience Research-Plant 
Systems Winner 
2014-15 Saul Armenta State Proficiency 
Diversified Crop Production 
Entrepreneurship Winner 
2014-15 Garrett Marciel State Proficiency Emerging Ag Technology Winner 
2014-15 Kiana Almaguer State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Winner 
2014-15 Bryce Umbarger State Proficiency Specialty Crop Production Winner 
2015-16 Bryce Umbarger State Scholarship The Willey Family Winner 
2015-16 Ian Espino State Proficiency Forest Management & Products Finalist 
2015-16 Freddy Hernandez State Proficiency 
Home & Community 
Development Finalist 
2015-16 Ellie Skromme State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2015-16 Victoria Mercado State Proficiency Poultry Production Finalist 
2015-16 Matthew Umbarger Region Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2015-16 Matthew Umbarger Section Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2015-16 Cody Ruiz Region Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2015-16 Emily Brewen Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2015-16 Cody Ruiz Section Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2015-16 Emily Brewen Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2015-16 Mackenzie Brazier State Talent State Convention Participant 
2015-16 Bailee Rusconi National Proficiency 
Agriscience Research Plant 
Systems Finalist 
2015-16 Kiana Almaguer National Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2015-16 Bryce Umbarger National Proficiency Specialty Crop Production Finalist 
2015-16 Brett Umstead National Proficiency 
Agricultural Mechanics Energy 
Systems Silver 
2015-16 Saul Armenta National Proficiency 
Diversified Crop Production 
Entrepreneurship Bronze 
2016-17 Matthew Umbarger State Scholarship The Willey Family Winner 
2016-17 Matthew Umbarger State Proficiency 
Agricultural Mechanics 
Repair/Maintenance Placement Finalist 
2016-17 Annahi Manriquez State Proficiency Agricultural Services Finalist 
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2016-17 Ellie Skromme State Proficiency Outdoor Recreation Finalist 
2016-17 Felipe Campa State Proficiency Pomology Production Finalist 
2016-17 Emily Brewen Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2016-17 Emily Brewen Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2016-17 Emily Brewen State Star Award Star Farmer Finalist 
2016-17 Ian  Espino Section Star Award Star in Ag Business Winner 
2016-17 Ian  Espino Region Star Award Star in Ag Business Winner 
2016-17 Ian  Espino State Star Award Star in Ag Business Finalist 
2016-17 Elizabeth Silva Section Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2016-17 Elizabeth Silva Region Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2016-17 Elizabeth Silva State Star Award Star in Ag Science Finalist 
2016-17 Clarissa Rios State Band State Convention Participant 
2016-17 Lyric Drinkwine State Band State Convention Participant 
2016-17 Allison Wagner State Choir State Convention Participant 
2016-17 Ian Espino Section Star Award Star in Ag Business Winner 
2016-17 Emily Brewen Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2016-17 Elizabeth Silva Section Star Award Star in Ag Science Winner 
2017-18 Mackenzie Hearne Region Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2017-18 Rachel Wilkins Region Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2017-18 Matthew Umbarger State Proficiency 
Agricultural Mechanics 
Repair/Maintenance Placement Finalist 
2017-18 Taylor Pryor State Proficiency Agricultural Services Finalist 
2017-18 Taylor Pryor State Proficiency Agricultural Services Winner 
2017-18 Delaney Carroll State Proficiency 
Diversified Agricultural 
Production Finalist 
2017-18 Felipe Campa State Proficiency Pomology Production Finalist 
2017-18 Rachel  Wilkins Section Star Award Star Farmer Winner 
2017-18 Mackenzie Hearne Section Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2017-18 Lyric Drinkwine State Band State Convention Participant 
2017-18 Clarissa Rios State Band State Convention Participant 
2017-18 Israel Merecias State Talent State Convention Participant 
2017-18 Mackenzie Brazier State Talent State Convention Participant 
2018-19 Clarissa Rios State Star Award Star Reporter Gold 
2018-19 Clarissa Rios Region Star Award Star Reporter Winner 
2018-19 Taylor Pryor National Proficiency Agricultural Services Bronze 
2018-19 Mackenzie Hearne Region Star Award Star in Ag Placement Winner 
2018-19 Mackenzie Hearne State Star Award Star in Ag Placement Finalist 
2019-20 Clarissa Rios State Proficiency Ag Communications Finalist 
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HONORARY CHAPTER FFA DEGREE 
2004 Richard and Debbie Benson, Advisor and Spouse 
2005 Marti Chambers, Advisor 
2007 Todd Dearden, Principal 
2007 Craig Beach, Parent 
2008 Diane Councilman, Parent 
2008 Daniel Lunt, Principal 
2008 Coastal Tractor 
2009 Jessica Wright, advisor 
2009 Ted Umstead, Community Member 
2010 Bob Martin, Community member 
2011 John Ramirez, Community member 
2012 Bruce Corbett, King City High School Vice-Principal 
2013 Blaine Councilman, Alumni 
2014 Dave & Holly Thompson, Parent 
2015 Darla Mantel, Ag Booster Founder 
2016 Heath Latassa, King City Young Farmers President 
2017 Daniel Moirao, Ed.D., Superintendent 
2018 Alfredo Cervantes, Community member 
2018 Dawn & Jason Soares, Parent 
2018 Mike & Denise Hardoy 
2019 Will Taylor, Parent & Community Member 
2019 Michael Gray, Assistant Principal 
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GOLDEN STATE FFA DEGREE RECIPIENTS 
 
1936-
37 Guido Tognetti 
1937-
38 Newton E. Wiley 
1938-
39 Jack  Kenner 
1939-
40 William Crinklaw 
1939-
40 Robert Forden 
1942-
43 William Barrington 
1942-
43 Edwin Bergersen 
1942-
43 Lester Patterson 
1944-
45 Sam Avila, Jr. 
1946-
47 Robert Glau 
1946-
47 William Glau 
1946-
47 Richard Morgantini 
1946-




















51 William  Hudson 
1951-
52 Eugene  Aurignac 
1952-
53 Stanley  Dedini 
1952-
53 Gordon  Paskett 
1953-
54 Roy  Gianoline 
1954-
55 John  Maggini, Jr. 
1954-
55 Lewis M.  Mozzini 
1954-
55 Edward  Schmidt 
1954-
55 Edward  Tulley 
1955-
56 Harold  Eade 
1955-
56 Wesley Eade 
1955-
56 Jack  Hall 
1955-
56 Tom  Pettitt 
1956-
57 Jimmie  Barrington 
1957-
58 Milton  Heinsen 
1957-
58 Don  Stilts 
1957-
58 William C.  Taylor 
1957-
58 William  Watley 
1958-
59 Lew Borzini 
1958-
59 Albert  Bray 
1958-
59 Jim      Fultz 
1959-
60 Eugene  Mattos 
1959-
60 Kenneth  Nation 
1960-
61 Albert  Aurignac 
1960-
61 Larry  Sonniksen 
1961-
62 Reno  Bacciarini 
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1961-
62 William  Barbree 
1961-
62 Wayne  Giacomazzi 
1962-
63 Tim  Hearne 
1962-
63 Tim  Keefer 
1962-
63 Frank  Nunez 
1962-
63 Walter Record 
1964-
65 Arthur   Bacciarini 
1964-
65 Ken Freeman 
1965-
66 Frank  Balesteri 
1967-
68 Allen  Padgett 
1967-
68 Jeff  Parlet 
1970-
71 Stan  Tully 
1970-
71 Billy  Whitney 
1971-
72 Jim  Carroll 
1971-
72 Barbara  Patterson 
1972-
73 Gary  Avila 
1972-
73 Bob  Whitney 
1974-
75 Vivienne  Avila 
1975-
76 Floyd L.  Patterson III 
1978-
79 Jeff Avila 
1978-
79 Jim Nicklas 
1978-












































































































































































































































































































































10 Olivia   Aguirre   
2009-
10 Johnathan   Alvarez   
2009-
10 Sergio   Alvarez   
2009-
10 Diana   Andrade   
2009-
10 Marisela   Cuevas   
2009-
10 Nathan   Davis   
2009-
10 Blake   Diaz   
2009-
10 Andrea   Garcia   
2009-
10 Arturo   Gonzalez   
2009-
10 Matthew K  Grogan  
2009-
10 Mark   Gurley   
2009-
10 Dustin   Hearne   
2009-
10 Jacob   Hearne   
2009-
10 Laura   Hernandez   
2009-
10 Matthew   Moreno   
2009-
10 Cody   Morisoli   
2009-
10 Nancy Karen   Perez   
2009-
10 Carmelita   Sanchez   
2009-
10 Juan  Carlos Serrato   
2009-
10 Alfredo   Silva   
2009-
10 Alejandro   Uribe   
2009-
10 Noemi   Valdez   
2009-
10 Jesus   Zamorano   
2010-
11 
Troy   Akers   
2010-
11 
Chelsi Brianne   Armstrong   
2010-
11 
Roberto  Barcenas  
2010-
11 
Adrian  Bravo  
2010-
11 
Librado, Jr.  Bravo  
2010-
11 
Juan Carlos  Camacho  
2010-
11 
Lauren Grant   
2010-
11 
Ida  Pena  
2010-
11 
Erica  Perez  
2010-
11 
Jorge  Politron  
2010-
11 
Ralph  Rianda III  
2010-
11 
Alex Benjamin Serrato, Jr.  
2010-
11 
Christina Speyerer   
2010-
11 
Matthew   Umstead   
2010-
11 
Hilario  Vasquez  
2010-
11 
Emigdio  Zuniga  
2011-
12 
Jeanne Michelle  Aguirre  
2011-
12 
Nancy  Armenta  
 




Whitney Eleanor   Conner   
2011-
12 
Brittany  Conner  
2011-
12 
Graciela  Cuevas  
2011-
12 
Nicole Marie  Hardoy  
2011-
12 
Savannah Faith   Hoss   
2011-
12 
Alyssa Monique  Ibarra  
2011-
12 
Dominique Nicole   Mantel   
2011-
12 
Karen  Ochoa  
2011-
12 
Sandra Acevedo  Puga  
2011-
12 
Colton Alan   Stoughton   
2011-
12 
April Loraine   Thompson   
2011-
12 
Isaiah  Valladarez  
2012-
13 Joshua Bailey 
2012-
13 Tahnee Bray 
2012-
13 Jeremy Robert Burden 
2012-
13 Vanessa Marie Camarena 
2012-
13 Cesar Carreon Campos 
2012-
13 Adriana Silva Garcia 
2012-
13 Maria Lizeth Zavala Guzman 
2012-
13 Cody Noel Hood 
2012-
13 Taylor Hurley 
2012-
13 Jesus Alberto Loaiza-Diaz 
2012-
13 Manuel Lomeli 
2012-
13 Enrique Pelaez Lugo 
2012-
13 Thomas Lee Lynch 
2012-
13 Joseph Martin 
2012-
13 Carlos Martinez 
2012-






13 Kassie O'Connor 
2012-
13 Alma Oliveros 
2012-
13 Cecilia Ortiz 
2012-
13 Paige Owens 
2012-
13 Candy Pena 
2012-
13 Xochilt Puga 
2012-
13 Fernando Ramirez 
2012-
13 Diego Rangel 
2012-
13 Devon Dominique Rusconi 
2012-
13 Todd Allyn Sans 
2012-
13 Wesley Soares 
2012-
13 Brooke Taylor 
2012-
13 Sydney Marie Torres 
2013-
14 Jack Alba-Cendejas 
2013-
14 Saul Efren Armenta 
2013-
14 Juan Arreola 
2013-
14 Robert Chase Barbree 
2013-
14 Jocelyn Baty 
2013-
14 Tucker James Bennett 
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2013-
14 Cristian Howard Camarena 
2013-
14 Delia Candido 
2013-
14 Carina Chavez 
2013-
14 Brady Earl Clifton 
2013-
14 Nayely Cruz 
2013-
14 Lauren Rena Davis 
2013-
14 Miral Deepak Desai 
2013-
14 Jesus David Garcia 
2013-
14 Morgan Kelley 
2013-
14 Ricardo Montoya 
2013-
14 Lizbeth Narez 
2013-
14 Edwin Abram Nava 
2013-
14 Gustavo Perez 
2013-
14 Eric Reyes 
2013-
14 Joshua Cole Richardson 
2013-
14 Missael Rodriguez 
2013-
14 Bailee Rose Rusconi 
2013-
14 Sarah Rae Shepherd 
2013-
14 Cindy Torres 
2014-
15 Kiana Almaguer 
2014-
15 Diego Andrade 
2014-
15 Anthony Andrade 
2014-
15 Ulysses Arellano 
2014-
15 Wacey Barrington 
2014-
15 Ana Cabrera 
2014-
15 Marcos Camacho 
2014-
15 Alyssa Carroll 
2014-
15 Brianna Cisneros 
2014-
15 Jeanette Cruz 
2014-
15 Jarod Davis 
2014-
15 Carlos Flores 
2014-
15 Bryce Foslien 
2014-
15 Austin Foslien 
2014-
15 Chelsey Garcia 
2014-
15 Jovany Garcia 
2014-
15 Estefani Gomez 
2014-
15 Gabriel Gutierrez 
2014-
15 Rachel Hart 
2014-
15 Tiana Hernandez 
2014-
15 Alejandro Hernandez 
2014-
15 Tate Kelley 
2014-
15 Michael Krehbiel 
2014-
15 Luis Lopez 
2014-
15 Zackary Martin 
2014-
15 Mariah Martin 
2014-
15 Isaiah Martinez 
2014-
15 Alexis Martinez 
2014-
15 Sergio Mendoza 
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2014-
15 Guadalupe Molina 
2014-
15 Clayton Moore 
2014-
15 Miriam Pacheco 
2014-
15 Adilene Perea 
2014-
15 Eduardo Perez 
2014-
15 Amy Puga 
2014-
15 Natalie Robinson 
2014-
15 Lesly Rodriguez 
2014-
15 Omar Roman 
2014-
15 Adriel Salcedo 
2014-
15 Jordan Silva 
2014-






15 Bryce Umbarger 
2014-
15 Karina Miranda Valentine 
2014-
15 Jarely Vazquez 
2014-
15 Jacob Anthony Venegas 
2014-
15 Christopher Zuniga 
2015-
16 Janet Alba 
2015-
16 Luis Chavez 
2015-
16 Danielle cochran 
2015-
16 Jesus Avalos 
2015-
16 Jesus Avalos 
2015-
16 Alondra Avila 
2015-
16 Stephany Barroso 
2015-
16 Emily Brewen 
2015-
16 Janice  Burnes 
2015-
16 Isaac Castro 
2015-
16 Jaci Conatser 
2015-
16 Estrella Cruz 
2015-
16 Olivia Fitzgerald 
2015-
16 David Fuentes 
2015-
16 Jose Garcia 
2015-
16 Andres Gomez 
2015-
16 Kimberly  Granados 
2015-
16 Michael Hart 
2015-
16 Linda Heredia 
2015-
16 Angelica Jaimes 
2015-
16 Lauren Johnson 
2015-
16 Caleb Johnson 
2015-
16 Nolan Johnson 
2015-
16 Blake King 
2015-
16 Ashley Lopez 
2015-
16 Ana   Lopez 
2015-
16 Annahi Manriquez 
2015-
16 Justin Mantel 
2015-
16 Guadalupe Martinez 
2015-
16 Angelica  Matos 
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2015-
16 Andrea Medina 
2015-
16 Victoria Mercado 
2015-
16 Joe Monteagudo 
2015-
16 Gerardo Mora 
2015-
16 Eduardo Morales 
2015-
16 Tessa Nunez 
2015-
16 Marco Ochoa 
2015-
16 Madison Owens 
2015-
16 Viririana Pacheco 
2015-
16 Noel Perez 
2015-
16 Johnathon  Perez 
2015-
16 Joel Preciado 
2015-
16 Morgan Randall 
2015-
16 Robert Reyes 
2015-
16 Mason Rianda 
2015-
16 Atziri Rios 
2015-
16 Manuel Rojas 
2015-
16 Cody Ruiz 
2015-
16 Bryan  Stuercke 
2015-
16 Drury Tankersley 
2015-
16 Julieta Torres 
2015-
16 Anyssa  Trujillo 
2015-
16 Matthew Umbarger 
2015-
16 Jackelyn Zavala 
2015-
16 Roman Munoz 
2015-
16 Jose Rodriguez 
2016-
17 Francisco Andrade 
2016-
17 Andres Arellano 
2016-
17 Clay Barbree 
2016-
17 Andres Barrios 
2016-
17 Clyde Becker 
2016-
17 Felipe Campa 
2016-
17 Lissette Carrasco 
2016-
17 George Chavez 
2016-
17 Christopher  Davis 
2016-
17 Jesus Delgado 
2016-
17 Jose  Deniz Jr. 
2016-
17 Jacob Dewey 
2016-
17 Brenda  Garcia 
2016-
17 Carina Gonzales 
2016-
17 Megan Jones 
2016-
17 Andrea Juarez 
2016-
17 Anthony Lopez 
2016-
17 Brian A. Lopez 
2016-
17 David Lopez 
2016-
17 Ruth Martinez 
2016-
17 Dexter Moss 
2016-
17 Sean  Nunez  
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2016-
17 Leslie Ortega 
2016-
17 Rosendo Ortiz 
2016-
17 Martina Perez 
2016-
17 Jonathan Serrano 
2016-
17 Ellabell Skromme 
2016-
17 Teagan Soares 
2016-
17 Saray Torres 
2016-
17 Mellissa Vargas 
2016-
17 Marco Villanueva 
2016-
17 Devon Blacks 
2016-
17 Odalis Coronado 
2016-
17 Mikayla Davis 
2016-
17 Delaney Carroll 
2016-
17 Ian Espino 
2016-
17 Cassidy Flores 
2016-
17 Jacob Flores 
2016-
17 Mary Franco 
2016-
17 Freddy Hernandez 
2016-
17 Miguel Martinez 
2016-
17 Daniela Orozco 
2016-
17 Omar Reyes 
2016-
17 Michael Rodriguez 
2016-
17 Edith Rojas 
2016-
17 Joseph  Salcido 
2016-
17 Patrick Schriver 
2016-
17 Elizabeth  Silva 
2016-
17 Drury Tankerlsey 
2016-
17 Jack Voigt 
2017-
18 Judith Aguilar 
2017-
18 Sandiego Aguilar 
2017-
18 Habib Ahmed 
2017-
18 Nancy Andrade 
2017-
18 Julyssa Arreola 
2017-
18 Andrea Aviles 
2017-
18 Leonardo Bonilla 
2017-
18 Mackenzie Brazier 
2017-
18 Luis Briseno 
2017-
18 Anahy Campos 
2017-
18 Ivana Cendejas 
2017-
18 Adilene Chavez 
2017-
18 Jessica Chavez 
2017-
18 Edwin Cruz 
2017-
18 Guadalupe Cuellar 
2017-
18 Karen Cuevas 
2017-
18 Belen Delgado 
2017-
18 Luis David  Diaz 
2017-
18 Mizraim Dorantes 
2017-
18 Jose Felix 
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2017-
18 Ester Gomez 
2017-
18 Jose Gomez 
2017-
18 Janelli Gonzalez 
2017-
18 Fatima Guevara 
2017-
18 Jasmine Guillen 
2017-
18 Amanda Gutierrez 
2017-
18 Paulina Guzman 
2017-
18 Kayla Hawkinson 
2017-
18 Ivy Hearne 
2017-
18 Mackenzie Hearne 
2017-
18 Brianna Hernandez 
2017-
18 Roberto Lobato 
2017-
18 Chelsy Lopez 
2017-
18 Samuel Lopez 
2017-
18 Cassandra Luevano 
2017-
18 Shea Martin 
2017-
18 Jessica Martinez 
2017-
18 Luis Martinez 
2017-
18 Rebecca Matos 
2017-
18 Anthony Moreno 
2017-
18 Kimberly Munoz 
2017-
18 Samantha Nuno 
2017-
18 Dylan Oliveros 
2017-
18 Alyssa Orozco 
2017-
18 Fernando Pelayo 
2017-
18 Brazil Perez 
2017-
18 Cristina Perez 
2017-
18 Juan Perez 
2017-
18 Brandi Pineda 
2017-
18 Taylor Pryor 
2017-
18 Esmeralda Quiroz 
2017-
18 Isis Ramos 
2017-
18 Samantha Sanchez 
2017-
18 Juan Silva 
2017-
18 Jose Tamayo 
2017-
18 Luis Tejeda 
2017-
18 Cannon Thomas 
2017-
18 Carter Tugel 
2017-
18 Emily Velasquez 
2017-
18 Natalie Villagomez 
2017-
18 Laura Villagrana 
2017-
18 Rachel Wilkins 
2018-
19 Alexis Aguilar 
2018-
19 Benjamin Aguirre 
2018-
19 Ricardo Alberto 
2018-
19 Alexis Avila 
2018-
19 Lucero Cabrera 
2018-
19 Joel Campos 
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2018-
19 Omar Carbajal 
2018-
19 Emely Cendejas 
2018-
19 Dulce Chavez 
2018-
19 Janesa Cisneros 
2018-
19 Boyd Clifton 
2018-
19 Ana Delgado 
2018-
19 Esteban Deniz 
2018-
19 Nayeli Deniz 
2018-
19 Jesal Desai 
2018-
19 Maddie Edgar 
2018-
19 Marilyn Garcia 
2018-
19 Ashton Headley 
2018-
19 Kyras Headley 
2018-
19 Dalia Herrera 
2018-
19 Daisy Jimenez 
2018-
19 Iris Lopez 
2018-
19 Yheritzi Martinez 
2018-
19 Nicolas Martinez 
2018-
19 Laila Medina 
2018-
19 Fausto Medina 
2018-
19 Jennifer Medina 
2018-
19 Jalen Mendez 
2018-
19 Rosalinda Nieto 
2018-
19 Carmen Olivera 
2018-
19 Jesus Oliveros 
2018-
19 Vanessa Ortiz 
2018-
19 Yancy Pineda 
2018-
19 Clarissa Rios 
2018-






19 Andrea Ruiz Lozano 
2018-
19 Joshua Salazar 
2018-
19 Mario Sanchez 
2018-
19 Neri Santiago 
2018-
19 Christopher Santos Aguliar 
2018-
19 Catherine Silva 
2018-
19 Daniel Smith 
2018-
19 William Taylor Taylor 
2018-
19 Miguel Tejeda 
2018-
19 Jonathan Toledo 
2018-
19 Angel Trujillo 
2018-
19 Jasmine Velasquez 
2018-
19 Irvin Vergara 
2018-
19 Luis Villanueva 
2018-
19 Alex Villasenor 
2019-
20 Mohammed Abdulhabeb 
2019-
20 Daniela Aguirre 
2019-
20 Cesar Almaraz 
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2019-
20 Citlaly Andrade 
2019-
20 Erik Andrade 
2019-
20 Ismael Arellano 
2019-
20 Christian Aviles 
2019-
20 Armando Barroso 
2019-
20 Evan Bloom 
2019-
20 Bernabe Bolanos 
2019-
20 Sarah Brewen 
2019-
20 Kaylee Burpo 
2019-
20 Joshua Caballero 
2019-
20 Albert Carbajal 
2019-
20 Evelyn Carrasco 
2019-
20 Andres Cervantes 
2019-
20 Carlos Correa 
2019-
20 Anahi Deniz 
2019-
20 Autumn Diaz 
2019-
20 Felix Dominguez 
2019-
20 Vicente Emilio Alvarez 
2019-
20 David Garcia 
2019-
20 Jocelyn Garcia Pena 
2019-
20 Anthony Gomez 
2019-
20 Jonathon Gomez 
2019-
20 Rachel Gozzelino 
2019-
20 Faith Head 
2019-
20 Bryan Hernandez 
2019-
20 Kaili Holt 
2019-
20 Levi Hood 
2019-
20 Claudia Howell 
2019-
20 Edwin Jacob 
2019-
20 Angel Lara 
2019-
20 Tamara Macias 
2019-
20 Camilo Martinez 
2019-
20 Fatima Martinez 
2019-
20 Jaylene Martinez-Lopez 
2019-
20 Diego Medina 
2019-
20 Noemi Mendoza 
2019-
20 Angel Monroy 
2019-
20 Rita Morales 
2019-
20 Beatriz Nava 
2019-
20 Eddie Ochoa 
2019-
20 Jaime Oliveros 
2019-
20 Vianka Ortega 
2019-
20 Brenna Owens 
2019-
20 Mateo Pacheco 
2019-
20 Ervin Pena 
2019-
20 Jaclyn Perez 
2019-
20 Bryan Perez 
2019-
20 Sarahi Pineda 
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2019-
20 Kasey Pryor 
2019-
20 Campbell Ramirez 
2019-
20 Kevin Ramirez 
2019-
20 Sergio Ramos 
2019-
20 Crystal Regalado 
2019-
20 Jose Reyes 
2019-
20 Martiza Ruiz 
2019-
20 Graciela Santiago 
2019-
20 Jeovani Santoyo 
2019-
20 Ashley Silva 
2019-
20 Lizbeth Silva-Lopez 
2019-
20 John Soto 
2019-
20 Marisol Tapia 
2019-
20 Brooke Tidwell 
2019-
20 Isreal Trejo 
2019-
20 Rogelio Trujillo 
2019-
20 David Valdez 
2019-
20 Emily Villasenor 
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AMERICAN DEGREES 
1939-40 Aldo Tognetti 
1941-42 William Crinklaw 
1946-47 Sam Avila, Jr. 
1957-58 Wesley Eade 
1967-68 Arthur   Bacciarini 
1978-79 Floyd L. Patterson III 
1988-89 Jim  Orradre 
1992-93 David Porter 
1992-93 Tania Wood 
1997-98 Dusty J. Rossi 
2000-01 Sundae Rist 
2006-07 Matthew Trexler 
2007-08 Kacey Blackmon 
2008-09 Antonio Mireles 
2008-09 Tiffany Trexler 
2009-10 Sam  Baker 
2009-10 Meghan  Booker 
2009-10 Blaine Councilman 
2009-10 Darcy Harless 
2011-12 Kaitlyn Beach 
2011-12 Christopher Harless 
2011-12 Alejandro Huitzil 
2011-12 Napoleon Miranda 
2011-12 David Salazar 
2012-13 Marisela Cuevas 
2012-13 Lauren Grant 
2012-13 Dustin Hearne 
2012-13 Jacob Hearne 
2012-13 Laura Hernandez 
2012-13 Juan Carlos Serrato 
2012-13 Christina Speyerer 
2013-14 Gene Aguirre 
2013-14 Nicole Hardoy 
2013-14 Ralph Rianda 
2013-14 Isaiah Valladarez 
2014-15 Nancy Armenta 
2014-15 Savannah Hoss 
2014-15 Dominique Mantel 
2014-15 Colton Stoughton 
2015-16 Tahnee  Bray  
2015-16 Cesar  Campos  
2015-16 Brady Earl Clifton  
2015-16 Taylor  Hurley  
2015-16 Morgan  Kelley  
2015-16 Manuel Lomeli 
2015-16 Fernando Ramirez 
2016-17 Kiana Almaguer 
2016-17 Saul Armenta 
2016-17 Tucker Bennett 
2016-17 Cristian Camarena 
2016-17 Lauren Davis 
2016-17 Rachel Hart 
2016-17 Miriam Pacheco 
2016-17 Lesly Rodriguez 
2016-17 Brooke Taylor 
2017-18 Anthony Andrade 
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2017-18 Wacey Barrington 
2017-18 Tate Kelley 
2017-18 Tessa Nunez 




2018-19 Devon Blacks 
2018-19 Emily Brewen 
2018-19 Christopher Davis 
2018-19 Alfredo Hernandez 
2018-19 Lauren Johnson 
2018-19 Annahi Manriquez 
2018-19 Justin   Mantel 
2018-19 Andrea Medina 
2018-19 Dexter Moss 
2018-19 Madison G. Owens 
2018-19 Noel Perez 
2018-19 Mason Rianda 
2018-19 Anyssa Trujillo 
2018-19 Matthew Umbarger 
2018-19 Jacky Zavala 
2019-2020 Alexis Aguilar 
2019-2021 Nancy Andrade 
2019-2022 Julyssa Arreola 
2019-2023 Anahy Campos 
2019-2024 Maddie Edgar 
2019-2025 Jasmine Guillen 
2019-2026 Mackenzie Hearne 
2019-2027 Ivy Hearne 
2019-2028 Brianna Hernandez 
2019-2029 Shea Martin 
2019-2030 Yheritzi Martinez 
2019-2031 Fausto Medina 
2019-2032 Rosalinda Nieto 
2019-2033 Taylor Pryor 
2019-2034 Mario Sanchez 
2019-2035 Jose Tamayo 
2019-2036 Miguel Tejeda 
2019-2037 Cannon Thomas 
2019-2038 Rachel Wilkins 
 





• FFA Meetings Set up & Clean up 
• FFA Banquet Coordination 
• Create and Organize slideshows for banquets 
• Coordinate all Lunch Time Activities 
Community Service 
• Community Service and recreation projects 
• Conduct and organize seasonal recreation 
outside of school 
• KCHS Farm Day 
• Community Dinner Sign Ups 
Recruitment- Ag Literacy 
• 8th Grade Recruitment Day (Ag Literacy 
Day) 
• Create a multimedia presentation to recruit 
members 
• Recreate pamphlet or brochure to educate 
new members 
• Ag Literacy Facts on bulletin 
Appreciation/Sunshine 
• Thank you Notes 
• Teacher Appreciation gifts and lunch 
• Birthday Cards 
Scrapbook 
• Compile Scrapbook 
• Take Pictures at events 
Ag Mechanics/BBQ 
• BBQ/Farm Maintenance 
• Create mechanics projects to benefit the 
chapter. 
Public Relations/Publicity 
• Compile Newsletter 
• Hosting of Sectional Contests 
• Promote FFA through school 
activities/Posters 
• Articles for the Newspaper 
Finance/Awards 
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• Participate in chapter activities that 
encourage thrift among members and raise 
money for this year 
• Fundraisers/Incentives- tickets/ ticket check 
outs 
• Minutes for deposits & payments 
• Coordinate with Alumni / Boosters 
• Class Finance 
• Star Awards Applications 
• National Chapter Application 
• Superior Chapter Application 
• POA (scanners) 
Technology & Program 
Involvement 
• Program of Work- Due Sept 
• Website 
• Social Media- Twitter & Facebook 
• Update Marquee 
• Technology- Sound System 
• Videos 
GOAL'S  
Stay active on social media in order to keep community/ members 
involved 
• Introduce officers 
• Honor FFA member of the month 
• Fun fact Friday 
• Polls 
• Q&A 
• Introduce our Platforms 
• Twitter fun facts  
• Showcase SAE 
• Publicize platforms (business/postcards) 
 
Educational Videos for Ag Classes 
 
Weekly updates on farm construction 
• Post on all platforms 
 
Virtual externship to increase awareness of agriculture industry and local 
businesses (tour or interview) 
• Garden House 
• A&G 
• LA Hearne 
• Big Valley Labor 
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• Vet 
• Creekside Farms  





Article I.- NAME AND PURPOSES 
Section A The name of this organization shall be “King City Chapter of the Future Farmers of America.” Members are 
here in after referred to as “Future Farmers of America” and the letters “FFA” may be used to designate the chapter, its 
activities, or members thereof. 
Section B    The purpose for which this chapter is formed are as follows: 
To develop competent, aggressive, rural, and agricultural leadership. 
To create and nurture a love of country life. 
To strengthen the confidence of members in themselves and their work. 
To create more interest in the intelligent choice of agricultural programs and establishment in the agriculture 
industry. 
To encourage members to improve the farm, home and its surroundings. 
To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement of agriculture. 
To develop character train for useful citizenship, and foster patriotism. 
To participate in cooperative effort. 
To encourage and practice thrift. 
To encourage improvement in scholarship. 
To provide and encourage the development of organized rural recreational activities. 
 
Article II.- ORGANIZATION 
Section A The King City Chapter of FFA is a chartered local unit of the California Association of FFA which is chartered 
by the National FFA Organization. 
Section B This chapter accepts in full the provisions in the constitution and bylaws of the California Association of 
FFA, which is chartered by the National FFA Organization. 
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Article III.- MEMBERSHIP 
Section A Membership in this chapter shall be of three kinds:  Greenhand FFA, Chapter FFA, and Honorary 
membership. 
Section B    The regular work of this chapter shall be carried on by the active membership. 
 
Section C Honorary membership in this chapter shall be limited to the Honorary Chapter FFA Degree. 
Section D Active members in good standing may vote on all business brought before the chapter.  An active 
member shall be considered in good standing when: 
He attends local chapter meetings with responsible regularity. 
He shows an interest in and takes part in the affairs of the Chapter. 
 
Article IV.- EMBLEMS 
Section A    The emblem of the FFA shall be the emblem for the chapter. 
Section B Emblems used by the members shall be uniform and those obtained from concerns officially designed by 
the National Organization of FFA. 
Article V.- MEMBERSHIP DEGREES AND PRIVILEGES 
Section A There shall be two grades of active membership in this chapter. These grades are: (1) Green- hand FFA 
Degree, and (2) Chapter FFA Degree. All Greenhand’s are entitled to wear the regulation bronze emblem pin. All 
members holding the Chapter FFA Degree are entitled to wear the silver emblem pin. 
Section B Greenhand FFA Degree. Minimum qualifications for election: See page 11 of the current Program of Work. 
Section C Chapter FFA Degree. Minimum qualification for election: See pages 11-12 of the current Program of Work. 
Section D Special committees shall review the qualifications of members and make recommendations to the chapter 
concerning degree advancement. 
 
Article VI. - OFFICERS 
Section A The officers of the chapter shall be as follows: President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Reporter, 
Sentinel, Historian, and Advisors. The advisors shall be the teachers of agriculture education in the school where the 
chapter is located. Officers shall perform the usual duties of their respective offices as outlined in the current Program of 
Work. 
Section B Officers shall be elected annually by majority vote of the members present at a regular chapter meeting. 
  
Section C The officers of the chapter together with the chairman in charge of the major sections of the annual program of 
work shall constitute the Chapter Executive Committee. This Executive Committee shall have full power to act as 
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necessary for the chapter in accordance with actions taken at chapter meetings and various regulations or by-laws 
adopted from time to time. 
Section D Honorary members shall not vote nor shall they hold any office in the Chapter except that of Advisor. 
Section E    Chapter officers must hold the Chapter FFA Degree. 
Section F Officers must maintain district eligibility (i.e., 2.0 GPA and no more than one F, etc.) or resign from position. 
 
Article VII.- VOTING 
Section A Regular chapter meetings shall be held once a month during the school year and once during the remaining 
months of the year at such time and place as is designated by the Chapter Executive Committee. Special meetings may be 
called at any time. 
Section B Two delegates shall be elected annually from the active membership to represent the chapter at the State 
convention. Other delegates may be named as necessary in order to have proper representation at various other FFA 
meetings within the state. 
Section C A majority of the active membership roll shall constitute a quorum and a quorum must be present at any 
meeting at which business is transacted or a vote taken committing the chapter to any proposal or action. 
 
Article VIII.- AMENDMENTS 
Section A This constitution may be amended or changed at any regular chapter meeting by two- thirds vote of the 
active member’s present providing it is not in conflict with the State Association Constitution or that of the National 
Organization of FFA. 
Section B   Bylaws may be adopted to fit the needs of the chapter at any regular chapter meetings    by a two-thirds 
vote of the active member’s present providing such bylaws conflict in no way with the constitution and bylaws of either 
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CHAPTER APPLICATIONS & CONTRACTS 
(Application must be typed and limit responses to these pages only) 
 
Name of Candidate:   
Home Address:   Home Phone    
City:   Year in School:   
Zip Code:   
 
Highest Degree: Cumulative  G.P.A.:  
 






Office most interested in:   
 
 
2nd choice most interested in:   
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On an Officer team there are seven different personalities. How would you assist in molding this group into one 
complete team, instead of seven different personalities? 
 
 














The following signatures indicate that the candidate is an individual who is respected by his/her peers and is a positive 
role model within the local FFA chapter. 
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FFA MISSION & STRATEGIES 
FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal 
growth and career success through agricultural education. 
 
To accomplish its mission, FFA: 
• Develops competent and assertive agricultural leadership. 
• Increases awareness of the global and technological importance of agriculture and its contribution to 
our well-being. 
• Strengthens the confidence of agriculture students in themselves and their work. 
• Promotes the intelligent choice and establishment of an agricultural career. 
• Encourages achievement in supervised agricultural experience programs. 
• Encourages wise management of economic, environmental and human resources of the community. 
• Develops interpersonal skills in teamwork, communications, human relations and social interaction. 
• Builds character and promotes citizenship, volunteerism and patriotism. 
• Promotes cooperation and cooperative attitudes among all people. 
• Promotes healthy lifestyles. 
• Encourages excellence in scholarship. 
FFA CODE OF ETHICS 
FFA members conduct themselves at all times to be a credit to their organization, chapter, school, community and 
family. FFA members pledge to: 
• Develop my potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success. 
• Make a positive difference in the lives of others. 
• Dress neatly and appropriately for the occasion. 
• Respect the rights of others and their property. 
• Be courteous, honest and fair with others. 
• Communicate in an appropriate, purposeful and positive manner. 
• Demonstrate good sportsmanship by being modest in winning and generous in defeat. 
• Make myself aware of FFA programs and activities and be an active participant. 
• Conduct and value a supervised agricultural experience program. 
• Strive to establish and enhance my skills through agricultural education in order to enter a successful 
career. 
• Appreciate and promote diversity in our organization. 
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OFFICIAL JACKET 
The uniform worn by FFA members at local, state and national functions is called Official Dress. It provides identity and 
gives a distinctive and recognizable image to the organization and its members. Official Dress has been worn with pride 
by millions of FFA members since 1933. Official Dress Guidelines 
Official Dress for an FFA member includes: 
An official FFA jacket zipped to the top. 
Black slacks and black socks/nylons or black skirt and black nylons. 
White collared blouse or white collared shirt. 
Official FFA tie or official FFA scarf. 
Black dress shoes with closed heel and toe. 
Note: Official garb of recognized religions may be worn with Official Dress. The official FFA jacket was established by the 
delegates at the 1933 National FFA Convention. Official Dress standards were created by the delegates at the 1973 
national convention and most recently revised by the delegates 
PROPER USE OF THE FFA JACKET  
The blue corduroy jacket is the most recognizable symbol of the organization. As a member, it is one of your 
responsibilities to ensure its proper use. Specific guidelines are outlined below. 
• The jacket is to be worn only by members. 
• The jacket should be kept clean and neat. 
• The back of the jacket should have only a large official FFA emblem, the name of the state association 
and the name of the local chapter, region, district or area. The front of the jacket should have only a 
small official FFA emblem, the name of the individual, one office or honor and the year of that office or 
honor. 
• The jacket should be worn on official occasions with the zipper fastened to the top. The collar should be 
turned down and the cuffs buttoned. 
• The jacket should be worn by members and officers on all official FFA occasions, as well as other 
occasions where the chapter or state association is represented. It may be worn to school and other 
appropriate places. 
• The jacket should only be worn to places that are appropriate for members to visit. 
• School letters and insignia of other organizations should not be attached to or worn on the jacket. 
• When the jacket becomes faded and worn, it should be discarded or the emblems and lettering 
removed. 
• The emblems and lettering should be removed if the jacket is given or sold to a non- member. 
• A member should act professionally when wearing the official FFA jacket. 
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• Members should refrain from use of tobacco and alcohol when underage and at all times when 
representing FFA. In addition, members should exhibit their leadership qualities when they encounter 
substances including tobacco and alcohol and serve to discourage others from inappropriate behavior. 
All chapter degree, officer and award medals should be worn beneath the name on the right side of the jacket, with the 
exception of a single State FFA Degree charm or American FFA Degree key. These should be worn above the name or 
attached to a standard degree chain. No more than three medals should be worn on the jacket. These should represent 
• the highest degree earned, 
• the highest office held and 
• the highest award earned by the member 
DEGREES IN THE FFA 
FFA is structured into a degree program that rewards active FFA members for progress in all phases  of leadership, skills 
and occupational development. The Discovery FFA Degree, the Greenhand FFA Degree and the Chapter FFA Degree are 
awarded at the chapter level. State associations award top members with the State FFA Degree. The highest degree, the 
American FFA Degree, is conferred upon an elite group of members at the national level. 
Discovery FFA Degree 
To be eligible to receive the Discovery FFA Degree from a chapter, a member must meet the following minimum 
requirements: 
• Be enrolled in an agriculture class for at least a portion of the school year while in grades 7-8. 2. Have 
become a dues-paying member of FFA at local, state and national levels. 
• Participate in at least one local FFA chapter activity outside of scheduled class time. 
• Have knowledge of agriculturally related career, ownership and entrepreneurial opportunities. 5. Be 
familiar with the local FFA chapter’s Program of Activities. 
• Submit written application for the degree. 
Greenhand FFA Degree 
To be eligible to receive the Greenhand FFA Degree from the chapter, a member must meet the following minimum 
qualifications: 
• Be enrolled in agricultural education and have satisfactory plans for a supervised agricultural 
experience program. 
• Learn and explain the FFA Creed, motto, salute and FFA mission statement. 
• Describe and explain the meaning of the FFA emblem and colors. 
• Demonstrate a knowledge of the FFA Code of Ethics and the proper use of the FFA jacket. 
• Demonstrate a knowledge of the history of the organization, the chapter constitution and bylaws and 
the chapter Program of Activities. 
• Personally own or have access to the Official FFA Manual and the Official FFA Student Handbook. 
• Submit written application for the Greenhand FFA Degree. 
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Chapter FFA Degree 
To be eligible to receive the Chapter FFA Degree from the chapter, a member must meet the following minimum 
qualifications: 
• Must have received the Greenhand FFA Degree. 
• Must have satisfactorily completed the equivalent of at least 180 hours of systematic school instruction 
in agricultural education at or above the ninth grade level, have in operation an approved supervised 
agricultural experience program and be enrolled in an agriculture course. 
• Have participated in the planning and conducting of at least three official functions in the chapter’s 
Program of Activities. 
• A student after entering agricultural education must have: 
• Earned and productively invested at least $150 by the member’s own efforts; or worked at least 45 
hours in excess of scheduled class time; or a combination thereof; and 
• Developed plans for continued growth and improvement in a supervised agricultural experience 
program. 
• Have effectively led a group discussion for 15 minutes. 
• Have demonstrated five procedures of parliamentary law. 
• Show progress toward individual achievement in the FFA award programs. 
• Have a satisfactory scholastic record. 
• Have participated in at least 10 hours of community service activities. These hours are in addition to 
and cannot be duplicated as paid or unpaid supervised agricultural experience hours. 10. Submit a 
written application for the Chapter FFA Degree. 
State FFA Degree 
To be eligible to receive the State FFA Degree from the state association, a member must meet the following minimum 
qualifications: 
• Have received the Chapter FFA Degree. 
• Have been an active FFA member for at least two years (24 months) at the time of receiving the State 
FFA Degree. 
• While in school, have completed the equivalent of at least two years (360 hours) of systematic school 
instruction in agricultural education at or above the ninth grade level, which includes ffa traditions 33 a 
supervised agricultural experience program. 
• A student after entering agricultural education must have: 
• Earned and productively invested at least $1,000; or 
• Worked at least 300 hours in excess of scheduled class time; or 
• A combination thereof, in a supervised agricultural experience program. 
• Demonstrate leadership ability by: 
• Performing 10 procedures of parliamentary law. 
• Giving a six-minute speech on a topic relating to agriculture or FFA. 
• Serving as an officer, committee chairperson or participating member of a chapter committee. 
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• Have a satisfactory scholastic record as certified by the local agricultural education instructor and the 
principal or superintendent. 
• Have participated in the planning and completion of the chapter’s Program of Activities. 
• Have participated in at least five different FFA activities above the chapter level. 
• Have participated in at least 25 hours of community service, within at least two different community 
service activities. These hours are in addition to and cannot be duplicated as paid or unpaid supervised 
agricultural experience hours. The percentage of the total state membership that may receive the State 
FFA Degree and other requirements may be established by the state FFA association. 
American FFA Degree 
To be eligible to receive the American FFA Degree from the National FFA Organization, the member must meet the 
following minimum qualifications: 
• Have received the State FFA Degree, have been an active member for the past three years (36 months) 
and have a record of satisfactory participation in activities on the chapter and state levels. 
• Have satisfactorily completed the equivalent of at least three years (540 hours) of systematic 
secondary school instruction in an agricultural education program, or have completed at least the 
equivalent of 360 hours of systematic secondary school 
• instruction in agricultural education and one full year of enrollment in a postsecondary agricultural program, or 
have completed the program of agricultural education offered in the secondary school last attended. 
• Have graduated from high school at least 12 months prior to the national convention at which the 
degree is to be granted. 
• Have in operation and have maintained records to substantiate an outstanding supervised agricultural 
experience program, through which the member has exhibited comprehensive planning and 
managerial and financial expertise. 
• A student after entering agricultural education must have: 
• Earned at least $10,000 and productively invested at least $7,500; or 
• Earned and productively invested $2,000 and worked 2,250 hours in excess of scheduled class time. 
Any combination of hours, times a factor of 3.56, plus actual dollars earned and productively invested 
must be equal to or greater than the number 10,000. Hours used for the purpose of producing earnings 
reported as productively invested income shall not be duplicated as hours of credit to meet the 
minimum requirements for the degree. 
• Have a record of outstanding leadership abilities and community involvement and have achieved a 
high school scholastic record of “C” or better as certified by the principal or superintendent. 
• Have participated in at least 50 hours of community service, within at least three different community 
service activities. These hours are in addition to and cannot be duplicated as paid or unpaid supervised 
agricultural experience hours. 
Applicants must complete and submit the current version of the American FFA Degree application authorized 
by the National FFA Organization. 
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THE FFA CREED 
I believe in the future of agriculture, with a faith born not of words but of deeds - achievements won by the present and 
past generations of agriculturists; in the promise of better days through better ways, even as the better things we now 
enjoy have come to us from the struggles of former years. 
 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, or to be engaged in other agricultural pursuits, is pleasant as well as 
challenging; for I know the joys and discomforts of agricultural life and hold an inborn fondness for those associations 
which, even in hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and respect from others. I believe in my own ability to work efficiently and think 
clearly, with such knowledge and skill as I can secure, and in the ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our own and the 
public interest in producing and marketing the product of our toil. 
 
I believe in less dependence on begging and more power in bargaining; in the life abundant and enough honest wealth to 
help make it so--for others as well as myself; in less need for charity and more of it when needed; in being happy myself 
and playing square with those whose happiness depends upon me. 
 
I believe that American agriculture can and will hold true to the best traditions of our national life and that I can exert an 
influence in my home and community which will stand solid for my part in that inspiring task. 
— 
















The FFA motto gives members 12 short words to live by as they experience the opportunities in the organization. 




The official colors of the National FFA Organization are National Blue and Corn Gold. Red also appears in the FFA 
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FFA EMBLEM 
Cross-Section of Corn 
Corn signifies  unity  and  from  the first Thanksgiving feast on, corn has  historically  served  as 
the foundations crop of American Agriculture. It is appropriate then that  the  cross  section  of  
corn be used as the foundation of the National FFA emblem. 
 
Rising Sun 
Just as the industry of agriculture has  developed  new technologies and evolved to met the 
next  generations  of consumers demands, the National FFA  Organization has continued to 
evolve  as well as continually looks to the future to meet each member’s need. The rising 
sun signifies progress and holds the promise that tomorrow will bring a new day. 
 
The Plow 
The National FFA Organization  is  founded in agriculture, the backbone of our 
country. The ply signifies labor and tillage of the soil and the historic foundation of 
our country’s strength. 
 
Eagle 
The eagle is a national symbol that reminds all FFA members of our freedom and our 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture. 
 
Agriculture Education 
The words “Agricultural Education” and the letters  “FFA” are emblazoned in the 
center of the emblem to signify the combination of  learning  and    leadership     
necessary  for      progressive     agriculture. 
 
Owl 
Long recognized as a symbol  for  wisdom and knowledge, the owl symbolizes the knowledge 
required to be successful in the industry of  agriculture.  
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT EVENTS (CDE’S) 
The National FFA Organization is dedicated to organizing experiences that will meet the future needs of students while 
accomplishing the current purposes of agricultural education. The primary goal of career development events is to 
develop individual responsibilities, foster teamwork and promote communication while recognizing the value of ethical 
competition and individual achievement. 
The activities in each career development event: 
• Include problem solving, critical thinking and teamwork skills, where appropriate. 
• Encourage appreciation for diversity by reducing barriers to participation among members. 
• Develop general leadership and recognize individual and team achievement. 
• Promote concentrated focus on future needs of members and society. 
The following areas are Career Development Events 
Agricultural Communications 
Agricultural Issues Forum 
Agricultural Sales 




Dairy Cattle Evaluation & Management 
Dairy Cattle Handlers Activity 
Environmental & Natural Resources 
Extemporaneous Public Speaking 
Farm Business Management 
Floriculture 






Meats Evaluation & Technology 
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PROFICIENCY AWARDS 
The Agricultural Proficiency Awards honor FFA members who, through their SAEs, have developed specialized skills that 
they can apply toward their future careers. Students can compete for awards in 53 areas covering everything from 
Agricultural Communications to Wildlife Management. Each award area has two categories, placement and 
entrepreneurship. 
Placement proficiency awards are given to those whose SAEs are related to employment, apprenticeships, or 
internships at an agribusiness or agriculture-related organization. 
Entrepreneurship proficiency awards are given to those whose SAEs are related to ownership of an agribusiness 
or agriculture-related organization. 
Proficiency awards are given out at the local, sectional, regional, state and national levels. 
Agricultural Communications 
Agricultural Education 
Agricultural Mechanics Design and Fabrication 





Agriscience Research – Animal Systems 
Agriscience Research – Plant 
Agriscience Research – Integrated Systems 
Beef Production 
Dairy Production 
Diversified Agricultural Production 
Diversified Crop Production 
Diversified Horticulture 
Diversified Livestock Production 
Environmental Science and Natural 
Equine Science 
Fiber and/or Oil Crop Production 
Food Science and Technology 











Small Animal Production and Care 
Specialty Animal Production 
Specialty Crop Production 
Swine Production 
Turf Grass Management 
Vegetable Production 
Veterinary Science 
Wildlife Production and Management 
 
 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT EVENT’S LDE’S 
Greenhand Leadership Conference 
Introduces students to the benefits and opportunities in Agricultural Education, including SAE and 
FFA. This conference is the “hook-line-and-sinker to get students to buy into Agricultural 
Education throughout their four years in high school. 
 
Made For Excellence Conference (MFE) 
Personal development starts with the individual. Self-discovery of talents, strengths, interests 
and personal character are emphasized as the individual is channeled to discover their passion in 
life. This conference focuses on “Student Development and ME: one’s personal skills and 
development of the ability to be successful.” 
 
Advance Leadership Academy (ALA) 
Once a leader is comfortable with their own self and self-purpose, they can discover how to 
work with others and establish a goal. The process for analyzing program needs and planning a 
project or event is the focus of this conference as students discover how to be teams of 
innovative leaders in their chapter. This conference about “WE: the individual leader, their 
relationships with others and how to establish common vision.” 
 
 
Sacramento Leadership Experience (SLE) 
Students step into the role of one of California’s State legislators, are assigned  a specific 
California district and spend four days in Sacramento. SLE is all about the role of government, 
agricultural policy and advocacy. This conference focuses on Community Development and DO: 
the ability of the individual leader and team to put their vision into action.” 
 
 
Washington Leadership Conference (WLC) 
FFA members leave WLC with the knowledge and the confidence to act in ways that help 
their schools, community, and their country. This conference focuses on Community 
Development and SERVE: the ability to grow and develop others and serve your community 
 
 
Appendix J - Board FFA Policy 
Supporting Documents 
 
The South Monterey County Joint Union High School District recognizes the 
FFA element in our classes as a co-curricular required part of student 
grades.  Student involvement accounts for 10% of each student's grade.  
Their SAE project is worth 5% and their involvement in FFA activities is 
another 5%.  Students earn activity points by their involvement outside the 
classroom.  Students are required to gather 4 activity points per semester 
for a total of 8 per year.  Students receiving 5 or more are eligible for a 
































Appendix K - Recruitment Program 
 
The King City Agriculture Department has a strong system in place for 
recruitment of new students into our program.  We have several feeder 
school that pass students along to our program.  Each year we put together 
high school students who are leaders in our program and who will represent 
our department with professionalism and responsibility.  These students 
contact the local junior high schools in out feeder school system and they 
get a number of how many possible students there are at each feeder 
school.  Our students put together a presentation of our program displaying 
each course and giving personal experiences in each one.  The prospective 
students are given FFA shirts and pencils and left with their questions 
answered regarding the FFA.   
 
I feel our recruitment process is successful and we do a great job 
representing our agriculture department.  On the other hand there are not a 
whole lot of options for our students to choose from as far a high schools 
and courses to take. Our department has become very popular and with the 
variety of classes we teach, we have 600+ students a year coming into our 
program in a school of 1000 students.  We recently received our numbers of 
students for next year and we have enough students to fill 33 sections.  That 






































Appendix L - Chapter Scrapbook 
 
Each year we have our historian chapter officer and a few students from our 
leadership class organize and put together the scrapbook.  During our 
summer retreat we decide on a budget for the scrapbook and we select 
which students we think would be best to take on the project.  Once the 




































Appendix M - Summer Activities Schedule 
Supporting Documents  
 
The summer time gives us a little down time from the constant activities and 
duties of being an agriculture educator.  Because our Fairs are in May and 
October we don't have much livestock work to do during the summer.  We 
occasionally might have a student or two who will show at the Mid-State fair 
in Paso Robles.  What we can count on is the CATA Summer conference at 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.  Summer conference is a time to catch up with 
other agriculture teachers, sharpen up our teaching skills and become 
informed on the politics of our profession.  Later in the summer between 
family trips we find time to schedule our officer retreat.  During our retreat 
we plan the year, from monthly FFA meetings to managing our website we 


































2016 King City FFA Officer Retreat Agenda- for teacher’s eyes only 
Officers need to bring uniform, chair, sleeping bag, pillow, bathing suit, shower and swim towel, 
sunscreen, open-mind and a positive attitude!  
Monday 
8:00    Meet at KCHS Ag Dept in Full Uniform 
8:15    Head to Safeway to shop- give shopping list and money “Shop til they drop” 
9:00    Head to Lake Naci-Oak Shores     
9:45    Arrive Oak Shores 
10:00    Pictures 
11:00    Intro Officer Responsibilities & Expectations Lunch Theme Planning- Chapter T-shirt 
12:00    “Who are you?” Activity  
12:45    POA- Goals, Budget (Fundraisers), Introduction activity     
1:45    Mixer/Leadership Activity- Zappulla      
2:30    Pool 
4:30    Return to Cabin 
5:00    Mixer/Leadership Activity- Benson 
5:30    Prepare dinner-Advisors & Officer prepare Board presentation 
8:00    Mixer/Leadership Activity- Zappulla 
8:30    Trust Activity- Smith 
10:00    Bedtime     
Tuesday 
8:00     Manners and Etiquette while advisors make breakfast 
8:30    Breakfast 
9:00    Calendar 
11:00    Lunch 
12:00    Mini Golf 
1:30    Leadership Activity/Mixer- Smith 




Appendix N - Follow Up Survey 
 
Patrick Smith is in charge of graduate follow up. This year we tried 
something new and are having students do an exit survey before they 
graduate. Hopefully this will help us stay in touch with students. We also 
























































The graduate status is recorded and kept online at CalAgEd.org. As students 





































Appendix P - Comprehensive Plan 
 
Our comprehensive plan I snow digital and has been updated by Jessica 








































Appendix Q - Advisory Agendas  
Supporting Documents 
 
The King City FFA Advisory Committee meets at least twice a year.  We first 
meet in the fall usually around September to present our POA for the year. 
When we first meet we also ask for any ideas of new technology or practices 
we should be teaching our classes to keep them up to date with industry 
standards. The focus for the last couple of years has been to increase our 
industry certifications in our courses and our advisory has been instrumental 
in this endeavor.  The second meeting is in the spring, at this time we 
present the rankings from the chapter and other business we conducted 
throughout the year.  We will meet a third time if necessary.  All meetings 
are held at King City High School and conducted following Robert’s rule of 
order.  Minutes are taken by one of the Agriculture instructors, usually 


















































King City High School Ag Advisory Committee 
Name Phone # Email Address 
1 Bob Martin 
831-595-
1554 chilibob@riofarms.com  PO BOX 605 
2 Trina Hearne 
831-809-
7846 trinahearne@yahoo.com  59000 Jolon Rd 
3 Craig Beach 
831-214-
9622 cjbeach@razzolink.com  51440 White Oak Dr 
4 Tim Maxwell 
831-521-
4439 tmaxwell911@gmail.com 2 Broadway Circle 
5 TJ Plew 
831-385-
3243 tj@salinasvalleyfair.com   
6 Joe Sproul 
831-905-




0742 pbumbalo@hartnell.edu  117 N 2nd St 
8 Mike Hardoy 
831-262-
4880 basque1@hughes.net  
PO BOX 373  
Lockwood, 93932 
9 Mikel Ann Miller 
831-915-
4396 mikelannmiller@1stcapitalbank.com  
44668 Earl Bernice  
Ct 
10 Jessica Harris 
831-970-
5379 jharris@ebfarm.com   
11 Bruce Corbett 
831-385-
5461 bcorbett@kingcity.k12.ca.us  720 Broadway 
12 Jeff Pereira 
831-385-
6495 jeff@kingcitynursery.com   
13 John Ramirez 
831-809-
3961 jramirez@missionranches.com  102 Broadway 
14 Anyssa Trujillo 
831-595-
6567   
15 Miguel Lomeli 
831-809-
7955 mmlomeli@yahoo.com   
16 Francis Giudici 
831-385-
5441 francis@hearneco.com   
17 Peter Iverson 
831-595-
4776 piverson@wilburellis.com   
     
  
 
   
 
 
        
    
King City High School Agriculture Department   
720 Broadway Street, King City, CA  93930 
(831) 385-5461, ext. 1196 
 
AGRICULTURE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
MEETING Minutes 
May 25, 2020 
Agenda Items:  
1. Introductions of members and teachers- members in attendance- Trina 
Hearne, Brooke Tidwell, Debbie Benson, Paulette Bumbalough, Donna 
Hill, Darla Mantel, TJ Plew, Mikel Ann Miller, Chelsey Cervantes, 
Lauren Peterson, Patrick Smith, Jessica Souza, Blaise Chaney 
2. Current Classes Being Offered for next school year (36 
sections)-Class overview from each teacher. 
a. Ag Biology – Meets UC entrance for lab science (2 sections) -1 
b. Animal Anatomy and Physiology – Meets UC entrance for lab science (2 sections) 
same 
c. The Art & History of Floral Design –Meets UC entrance for Fine Arts (2 sections) 
same 
d. Ag Economics– Meets UC entrance G requirement/ Articulated with Hartnell (2 
sections) +1 
e. Ag Chemistry – Meets UC entrance for lab science (2 sections) +1 
f. Ag Earth Science –Meets UC entrance for elective (1 section)-1 
g. Ag Mechanics 1- UC Approved for elective/ Articulated with Hartnell (6 sections)+1  
h. Ag Mechanics 2- (2 sections) -1 
i. Ag Leadership  (1 section) same 
j. Ag Construction (1 section) same 
k. Advanced Floral Design (1 section) +1 
l. Horticulture- Meets UC entrance for elective (1 section) -1 
m. Livestock Management- ROP (summer and spring fair) 
 
3. New Course Offerings 
a. Ag Mechanics 3 (1 section) +1  




4.    Department Successes/Changes 
 a.  Enrollment Numbers 603 unduplicated students- Souza 
b.  State & American Degrees- Benson 
• State-47 American-7  
• Previous year State-25 American-4 
 
c. Proficiency Award Winners- Fontes 
• 29 sectional,  11 regional, 8 state finalist, 6 state winners 
• Previous year 11 sectional, 4 regional, 1 state finalist, 0 
state winners 
d. Student Retention-Smith  
• 50 graduating seniors that took 3 or 4 years in ag   
• Previous year 39 graduating seniors that took 3 or 4 years 
in ag   
e. SVF- Reserve Champion FFA Market Steer, Reserve Champion Market Hog,  
Advanced Champion Beef Showman, Grand Champion Rabbit Meat Pen, Best 
of Show Ag Mechanics, over 55+ showman, 200+ still entries, $7,300 in Ag 
Mech Auction.- All teachers 
4. Department Goals for 2014-2015 
a. New Livestock Trailer 
b. Develop plans for new school farm 
c. Industry Certifications 
d. Strong Workforce Grant 
6.  Budgets- Souza/Benson 
 a.  District b.  Perkins c.  ROP      d.  AIG   e. Strong Workforce 
7. Review Ag Incentive Grant- Souza 
8.   FFA Report- Brooke Tidwell (Chapter President) 
9.  Any Other Items for Discussion- Paulette mentioned we should ask the 
district for to buy vehicle for ag, the ag mech auction KC checks were 









Appendix R - Advisory Minutes  
Supporting Documents 
 
Minutes are taken at every meeting. After the minutes have been taken they 
are recorded and emailed out to the rest of the committee.  Every year that 
I have been at King City High School minutes are taken by one of the 









































King City High School 
FFA 
720 Broadway King City, CA  93930 
(831) 385-5461 ext. 3900 
Advisors Jessica Souza, Debbie Benson, Patrick Smith & Lauren Fontes 
 
 




Committee Members: Jessica Souza, Chelsey Cervantes, Lauren Peterson, Patrick Smith, Blaise 
Chaney and Bob Martin (advisory committee chair), Darla Mantel, Heath Latassa 
 
The meeting was called to order at 3:30 pm at KCHS Rm 196.  
 
Bob Martin presented an opportunity for funds from his retirement party to be donated to  Young 
Farmers Association in honor of agriculture department. Discussing occurred about use of funds. 
Discussion of equipment that needed to be purchased referring to the equipment acquisition 
schedule.  
 
The advisors presented the needs and on the top of the list was a new suburban for the 
department. Bob Martin presented some solutions and discussed Young Farmers needs and all 
came to the conclusion that JV Auto would find a suburban for us if we could not get the CTE 
pathways grant to cover they would help.  
 
Discussion of students to working the dinner to help and advisors speaking at the dinner. 
 

















King City High School 
FFA 
720 Broadway King City, CA  93930 
(831) 385-5461 ext. 3900 
Advisors Jessica Souza, Debbie Benson, Patrick Smith & Lauren Fontes 
 
 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
 
Date: January 17, 2020 
 
Committee Members: Jessica Souza, Chelsey Cervantes, Lauren Peterson, Patrick Smith, Blaise 
Chaney and Bob Martin (advisory committee chair), Darla Mantel, Bjorn Auto, Andrea Wasson 
 
The meeting was called to order at 3:30 pm at KCHS Rm 196.  
 
The advisors presented the funds received from the Salinas Valley High School Ag Association. 
Discussing occurred about use of funds. Discussion of equipment that needed to be purchased 
referring to the equipment acquisition schedule.  
 
The advisors presented the needs and on the top of the list was a new truck for the department. 
Bob Martin presented some solutions and discussed Young Farmers needs and all came to the 
conclusion that Bjorn Auto would find a truck for us and we would use the funds from SVHSAA 
along with Young Farmers funds to buy a new truck.  
 
Discussion of students to create a hitch cover to sell as a fundraiser to help cover the costs. Bob 
would help us sell them to the community.  
 

















Appendix S - Advisory Committee by Laws  
 
We do not have advisory committee bylaws that we follow.  We have our 
member stay on for 2-3 years then we rotate. Every year we discuss any 
new members we should try to recruit. We also follow Robert’s rule and take 





































Appendix T - Student Program Plan 
Supporting Documents 
 
The student data sheets are no longer used.  Since our conversion to the 
AET system the students now enter the student data sheet information into 
their Profile tab in the AET.  Below are some examples of this profile Page 































































Appendix U - Proficiency Standards 
Supporting Documents 
 
Upon successful completion of our four-year program King City High School 
Agriculture students will: 
 
1. Confidently speak within a group and to an audience 
2. Write a quality resume, letter of introduction and Job application 
3. Appreciate the value of agriculture in our community, state, and nation 
4. Know the history of the FFA organization and all of the benefits it has 
to offer 
5. Work effectively in groups in various roles 
6. Use effective leadership skills to foster, develop, and maintain 
relations within a diverse setting 
7. Set appropriate and realistic educational, vocational and personal 
goals and standards 
8. Exhibit self-motivation and self-discipline and accept individual and 
group responsibility 
9. Confidentially maintain accurate records, transferring the record 
keeping skills for SAE’s to everyday life skills 
























Appendix V - Credentials 
Supporting Documents 
 



















Appendix W - Calendar of Activities 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our calendar is planned at our summer officer retreat.  We detail each 
month, set which advisor/officer combo will be in charge of which month.  
We also assign committees to students in the leadership class and plan our 
activities for each month.  There is a lot that goes into this calendar for it to 
be done in time to be presented to our administration and to the board for 
approval on all these activities.  It is also given to parents and each student 
in our classes.  This calendar represents a collaborative effort between the 









































































Appendix X – Professional Growth/Development 
Supporting Documents 
 
Every year I attend all CATA meetings and workshops when available. This 
year has been different because there have not been any professional 
development events to attend. I did however attend the virtual NGSS 
training hosted by Nicole Ray. I also plan to work with my co-teacher Lauren 







Road Show  






Road Show  
























Appendix Z - R2 Report 
Supporting Documents 
 
Today we have evolved to the AET for the record book and for the new 
version of the R2.  This information is now under the profile tab as seen 





































































































Appendix AA - Extended Contract Rationale 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our extended contract agreement consists of an 80 hour FFA stipend that we 
submit hourly documentation for in May.  This fair stipend is for the Salinas 
Valley Fair.  There is also another fair stipend for the San Benito fair.  
However, this fair is small and the stipend is only offered to 2-3 teachers.  
The past two years that has been Jessica Souza and Lauren Peterson.  
 
Our extended contract was decided upon by us agriculture teachers and 
submitted to our union representatives here at King City High School.  
Recently all stipends to be paid to all teachers at KCHS has turned into a 































Appendix BB - Travel Plan 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our field trips are submitted for approval to our board and Administration in 
August/ September.  Having prior approval makes field trip time much 
easier.  For field trips that are co-curricular our students do not need a 
permission slip as the trip is part of their grade.  Recently I took a group of 
students to the World Ag Expo.  This trip is not considered curricular and 
therefore the students needed teacher permission to miss class.   
 
As a teacher I am required to submit all permission slips 2 days prior to the 
event. For field trips over night there is another form involved documenting 
where and how far I will be traveling.   
 
Having our own vehicles is another benefit as we can avoid paperwork for 








THIS COMPLETED FORM MUST BE TURNED IN TO THE ATTENDANCE OFFICE AT LEAST TWO (2) 
DAYS PRIOR TO THE PLANNED DATE OF ABSENCE OR IT WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED 
 
KING CITY HIGH SCHOOL 
PERMIT TO BE ABSENT AND FIELD TRIP PERMISSION SLIP 
 
Student Name ______________________________________         Date of Birth ______________ 
 
The parents/guardians of the above named student request permission for ________________________ to participate in the field  
 
trip/activity on (date) _________________  at (location) ___________________ as a part of a district program in his/her 
present classes.  As part of the request, we hereby in our names and in his/her name indemnify and hold harmless and agree to defend the King 
City Joint Union High School District, its officers, employees, and agents from liability of any nature or kind arising from this activity.   
  
We further covenant, in consideration for said operation, to refrain from initiating any suit or action at law or otherwise against said district, its 
officers, employees, and agents; nor to prosecute or file or to assist in the prosecution or filing of any claim or demand or other action for 
damages, costs, loss of services, expenses, or compensation on account of any damage or injury to our child as a consequence of his/her activity 
participation. 
 
If this is a school activity, I hereby give my permission for my child to be transported to the above activity in a school vehicle or in a private 
vehicle operated by an adult who is in possession of a valid California driver’s license. 
 
This is a school activity! 
 
Parent’s Signature:  ___________________________________________ Date:  _____________________ 
 
As sponsor, I hereby attest this field trip/activity has been approved by the principal of King City High School.   
 
Sponsor’s signature:  _________________________________________ Date:  ______________________ 
 
Before the teacher is asked to sign below, the top section must be completed including parent and sponsor signatures.  By signing the form below, 
the teacher consents to the student’s absence from class.  Make-up work, when allowable, is the responsibility of the student.  The student must 
request the make-up work either prior to the absence or on the first day back after the absence. 
 
Period CLASS GRADE TEACHER SIGNATURE 
1    
2    
3    
4    
5    
6    
    7    
 
As student, by signing below, I attest that all of the above information and signatures are true. 
 
Student Signature:  __________________________________________Date:  _______________ 
 
All above information must be completed at least two (2) days prior to the planned absence or 
permission from KCHS administration may not be granted. 
 






Appendix CC - CATA Membership Card 
Supporting Documents 
 





























Appendix DD - Meeting Reports  
Supporting Documents 
 
Each month we have an FFA meeting, the week before we will have a 7 am 
planning meeting with our officers to write the agenda, put together the 
speakers for the reports and begin writing the reports.  Directly following the 
FFA meeting a week later we have a reflection meeting to discuss what the 
ups and downs were of the meeting and how we can improve. 
 













Appendix EE - Wish List 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our Department wish list has been getting smaller with the amount of funds 
we have received the last 4 years.  This has been a great 4 years for 
agriculture education in regards to funding.  We have made some large 
purchases in anticipation that we do not have funds like this again for years 
to come.  We have purchased a new livestock trailer, new cargo trailer, new 
powder coated livestock panels and tons of equipment for our various 
classes.  In the shops we have brand new saws, hydraulic trainers, gas 
engines, drill presses and more. For science classes we’ve purchased ne 
microscopes, ultrasound machine, dissection materials, etc. Floral has a new 
cooler, rose strippers, photo backdrop and storage. Our wish list for the next 
few years focuses on replacing old equipment and making sure we have 






Equipment / material list for Shop 
1. Wood lathe 
2. MIG Welders Lincoln 210 MP  (6) 
3. Palm sanders  
4. Angle grinders  
5. Sheet Roller 
6. Plasma cutter 
7. Bolt Bin metal , not tubs 
8. Ellis steel belt grinder 
Other smaller items 
9. Bench grinder wheels 12” 
10. Scrap steel 
11. Old spoke tractor wheels/wagon wheels 
12. Valve wheels 
13. Hames 
14. Horseshoes 
15. Old fence boards or barn wood 
16. Old Farm parts or equipment that can has no value to you and can be repurposed 
 
Shop Repairs 
17. Metal shop roll up door 
18. Welding room ventilation 














Appendix FF - Operating Budget 
Supporting Documents 
 
Our operating budget is established by all agriculture teachers.  All the 
accounts are managed by our department head Jessica Souza.  The past few 
years have been very out of the ordinary.  We received a grant for the 
science sections of our classes that has put a large sum of money in our 
pockets.  This allocation has freed up funds in other places and allowed us to 
purchase 3 new vehicles in the past 3 years.  We have also been able to 
make some nice additions to the wood and metal shops.  We have added 
shipping containers with roll up doors and will be renovating part of our 
farm.   
 
Below I have included some of our purchase orders that I use regularly 
























Poinsettia Sales (900 @ $10 ea.) $9,000 
End of the Year Banquet (300 @ $5 ea.) $1,500 
Greenhand Banquet (350 @ $5 ea.) $1,750 
Donations $7,000 
MFE/ALA (20 @ $50 ea.) $1,000 
Greenhand Conference (29 @ $20 ea.) $580 
Chicken BBQ (1,100 tickets @ $10 ea.) $11,000 
Drive Thru Tri-tip Dinner (200 @ $40 ea.) $8,000 
Kiss the Pig $100 
FFA Lanyards (300 @ $2 ea.) $600 
TOTAL RECEIPTS $40,530 
 
Expenses  
Poinsettia Sales (900 @ $5 ea.) $4,500 
BIG/Creed Contest Jackets (2 Jackets @ $80 ea.) $160 
National FFA Supply (Awards/Supplies) $3,000 
Recreational Activities (Food/Supplies) $1,500 
Officer Retreat $1,000 
Contest Entries (6 Field Days) $600 
Section Assessments $100 
Motels (COLC, Field Days, 26 Hrs) (Overnight Stays) $2,000 




Sectional/Regional Meals $400 
MFE/ALA (20 @ $100 ea.) $2,000 
Banquet Costs $500 
Banquet Rentals $1,600 
Chicken BBQ $3,000 
Misc. Supplies (Floats/Fair) $1,500 
Greenhand Conference (29 @ $40 ea.) $1,160 
Supplies for Recruitment $1,000 
Officer Shirts (11 @ $11 ea.) $110 
Drive Thru Tri-tip Dinner $2,400 
FFA Lanyards (300 @ $1 ea.) $300 
TOTAL EXPENSES $27,830 
 





Poinsettia Sales (1100 @ $10 ea.) $11,000 
End of the Year Banquet (400 @ $5 ea.) $2,000 
Greenhand Banquet (350 @ $5 ea.) $1,750 
Donations $11,000 
MFE/ALA (20 @ $50 ea.) $1,000 
Greenhand Conference (29 @ $20 ea.) $580 





TOTAL RECEIPTS $43,330 
 
Expenses  
Poinsettia Sales (1100 @ $5 ea.) $5,500 
BIG/Creed Contest Jackets (2 Jackets @ $80 ea.) $160 
National FFA Supply (Awards/Supplies) $3,000 
Recreational Activities (Food/Supplies) $1,500 
Officer Retreat $1,000 
Contest Entries (6 Field Days) $600 
Section Assessments $100 
Motels (COLC, Field Days, 26 Hrs) (Overnight Stays) $2,000 
Scrapbook/ Supplies $500 
Scholarships $500 
Sectional/Regional Meals $400 
MFE/ALA (20 @ $100 ea.) $2,000 
Banquet Costs $500 
Banquet Rentals $1,600 
Misc. Supplies (Floats/Fair) $1,500 
Greenhand Conference (29 @ $40 ea.) $1,160 
Supplies for Recruitment $1,000 
Officer Shirts (11 @ $11 ea.) $110 
Drive Thru Tri-tip Dinner $4,800 




















Appendix GG - VEA District Allocation 
Supporting Documents 
 
VEA funds are allocated based on the greatest needs of CTE programs who 
meet the 11 elements of quality criteria.  CTE coordinator budgets funds 
after evaluating the academic indicator results of CTE students (ELA, Math 
and HS diploma) and determining professional development needs of staff to 
boost scores.  Remaining funds are then budgeted for program expansion, 


































Appendix HH - Departmental Budget Process 
Supporting Documents 
 
Departments are no longer given budgets at our site.  Departments submit 
supply requests as needed.  So far, using this method, we have had all of 
our supply needs met without question.  ROP funds are allocated based on 
number of students in CTE programs for program specific needs (ie:  metal, 



































Appendix II - Department Chair Responsibilities  
 
Jessica Souza is our department head and she does a wonderful job 
managing this agriculture department.  Jessica does a lot of work for us 
organizing and managing the ins and outs of our daily life.  She is very 
knowledgeable in every detail of what needs to be done and when.  We are 
fortunate to have a department head who is a leader to her co-workers and 
great at her job.  Below is a list of her responsibilities from the department 


































Appendix JJ - Chart of Responsibilities 
Supporting Documents 
 
Below is our chart of responsibilities for the 2020-2021 school year.  We 
rotate some of the duties but most of them stay the with the same advisor.  
We also team up very frequently on events to make them easier to manage.  




































Appendix KK - Substitute Plans 
Supporting Documents 
 
When I am gone from class the routine is pretty simple.  We have a 
subfinder system where we enter our sub requests.  We can include the sub 
assignment if we want to but don’t have to.  I then create sub plans for the 
day and leave my plans and emergency binder for the sub.  We have a real 
shortage of substitutes in King City and the ones we have are not very 
strong.  It is frustrating to leave a lesson and return to find out the students 
sat three the whole time and the sub chose not to complete your plans.  
There are a few subs that will carry out directions but none who will step up 






















Sub Plans- Mrs. Cervantes Room 200 
3/12-3/12 
Thank you so much for taking my classes! Please don’t let students hold the animals 
while I’m gone. Any student that gives you trouble leave their name and I will deal with them 
when I return. If used, laptops MUST be plugged in in the right spots at the end of the period 
after use. 7th period puts their chairs up at the end of the day.  
Animal Science (period 1,2,3) 
Thursday: Students will be taking their sheep and goat unit test. It is very important that all 
students hang their backpacks in front with cellphones inside. Please make sure no one uses a 
phone, notes or talks during the test. When they are finished please collect and separate by 
period.  
Friday: Please play the “The Incredible Dr. Pol” season 11 DVD (Episode 8). They have a 
worksheet that goes with it. They need to fully answer all of the questions and attach it in their 
notebooks. I will check it when I get back so have them attach it in their notebook.  
Earth Science (period 4,6,7) 
Thursday & Friday: Students will just be watching the movie “The day After Tomorrow”. It 
needs to be silent during the movie and they should follow along with the worksheet and 
record answers in their notebooks. I printed a class set of questions so tell the students not to 
write on them and collect them at the end of the periods. The movie will take both days to 
finish.  
**If for some reason you cannot get the movie to play… students can work on their students for 
their test for next week.** 
5th period is my prep and I have a TA (Alondra). She has a list of things to complete she is very 
reliable.    
 












Appendix LL - Proficiency for Vo Ag Students  
 
We are excited to share that our students in the Horticulture, Animal 
Science, Agriculture mechanics, Floriculture, Agriculture Business, and 
Agriculture Biology are all taking certification classes on the iCEV website 
Our students read sections at a time focusing on specific skill sets within 
a topic of agriculture.  Following the readings, all students take a test.  
Upon successful completion of the test the student will receive a 
certification for passing the specific skillset.  The student can then take 
this certification and present it to an employer when applying for a job, 


































Appendix MM - 2+2 Agreement 
 
Currently we have our agriculture mechanics 1 classes, agriculture business 
classes, articulated with Hartnell college.  We meet 1-2 times a year to 
discuss articulation and course sequencing.  There is some paperwork to 
exchange but the process is fairly simple.  For our students they have to 
apply to Hartnell college, and register for the classes.  All fees are waived 







































King City High School 
FFA 
720 Broadway King City, CA  93930 
(831) 385-5461 ext. 3900 







In 2012 we successfully articulated our Agriculture Business class at KCHS with the ABT 110 
class at Hartnell College. In 2014 Patrick Smith helped to have the Agriculture mechanics 1 
course articulated with Hartnell’s AIT-70 class.    
 
Hartnell College Previous Agriculture Department Head, Neil Ledford worked vigorously to 
build the agriculture program at Hartnell.  Neil’s effort has resulted in a scholarship program for 
local graduates who plan to attend the Hartnell Agriculture classes.  Most importantly he has 
helped build a new facility with up to date technology in agriculture which opened in the Spring 
of 2011. We currently have many students attending Hartnell in the agriculture department. 
 
We work closely with Melissa Cassias and Richard Chapman.  Richard and Patrick work close to 





















Appendix NN - Reimbursement Forms 
Supporting Documents 
 
As a teacher I keep track of my expenditures on over-night trips and submit 
them for reimbursement.  Below is the form I need to complete to receive 
reimbursement.  The forms and receipts are turned into the principal’s 
secretary for approval.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
